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Tidal Mixing and Large-Scale Circulation

Abstract
Tidal mixing is considered to be one of the main energy sources that drive the Merid-
ional Overturning Circulation. Tidal mixing occurs mainly over rough topography, and
leads to a local enhancement of the turbulent diapycnal diffusivity. The diffusivity in
the ocean is therefore, due to tidal mixing, spatially inhomogeneous, with small values
over smooth regions, and greatly enhanced values over rough topography. Most Ocean
General Circulation Models do not take into account the spatial variability of the di-
apycnal diffusivity, instead they use a spatially homogeneous diffusion. The goal of the
present study is to investigate the effect of a more advanced diffusivity scheme, that
takes into account tidal mixing, in the ocean general circulation model MPIOM, and to
investigate the influence of the scheme on the transient climate response to increasing
greenhouse forcing.
The tidal mixing scheme requires a bottom roughness map that can be chosen depending
on the scales of topographic features one wants to focus on. Previous observational and
theoretical studies suggest that topographical features with length scales smaller than
10 km should be considered on the formulation of the bottom roughness map. In the
present study, we examine the sensitivity of the modeled circulations to different spatial
scales represented in bottom roughness, by performing uncoupled MPIOM simulations.
We compare experiments that include the tidal mixing scheme using bottom roughness
calculated at three different spatial scales, ranging from 15-200 km, with a control
experiment, which uses the standard configuration with spatially constant diffusivity.
Three main results are discussed. First, the three tidal simulations have different
equilibrium solutions in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) and
bottom circulations. The strength of the bottom circulations increases with decreasing
spatial scales represented in the bottom roughness map. The AMOC decreases at
depths between 2000-3000 m in the experiment with bottom roughness map calculated
at small scales. The model results, therefore, are sensitive to the formulation of bottom
roughness. Second, the changes in the bottom circulations caused by the tidal mixing
scheme are not driven by tidally induced changes in convection. Third, among the three
tidal simulations, the one using small-scale bottom roughness map has the smallest bias
and the strongest bottom water transport, in better agreement with observations.
By performing coupled atmosphere-ocean ECHAM5/MPIOM experiments with the
tidal mixing scheme, we investigate the sensitivity of the transient climate change
for a global warming scenario to tidal mixing. We perform experiments with two
setups; one setup uses the tidal mixing scheme and the second setup uses the standard
configuration. We run two experiments with the two setups to quasi-equilibrium with
pre-industrial CO2 concentration. We perform global warming experiments for each
setup, with CO2 rate of increase equal to 1% yr−1 until CO2 doubling (at yr 70), and
then we keep CO2 constant to 2×CO2 for another 430 years. Tidal mixing modifies
the transient climate response to CO2 increase, defined as the difference between the
transient and quasi-equilibrium climate. More specifically, tidal mixing enhances the
MOC reduction by 30% in the upper cell and by 50% in the lower cell of the global
ocean. Tidal mixing reduces surface warming by 9%, and polar amplification, quantified
by the maximum normalized polar warming, by 9% in the northern hemisphere and by
17% in the southern hemisphere. Tidal mixing also leads to both weaker summer sea-
ice area loss and less late-winter sea-ice melting. The reduction of surface warming due
to tidal mixing results from stronger ocean heat uptake. The changes in the ocean heat
uptake are caused by advection, i.e. caused by the different response in the circulation
indirectly induced by the tidal mixing, rather than directly by the additional diffusion
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1.1 Motivation and research questions
The Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC), defined as the zonally integrated flow
in the ocean, is an important component in Earth’s Climate. It drives the meridional
heat transport that warms up high latitudes; it also stores tracers, like CO2, in the deep
ocean. It consists of deep water formation regions at high latitudes where water becomes
dense and sinks, deep currents that transport the deep and dense water horizontally,
upwelling regions where the deep water is transported from large depths to the upper
ocean, and surface currents that transport the surface light water horizontally. A review
of observational studies on the global circulation is given by Schmitz (1995).
There is an ongoing discussion on the drivers of the MOC, in the sense of its energy
providers (Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004; Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007; Ferrari and Wunsch,
2010), that can be traced back to Sandstro¨m inference: “A circulation can develop from
thermal causes only if the level of the heat source lies below the level of the cold source”
(Sandstro¨m, 1908; Kuhlbrodt, 2008). The ocean is heated and cooled at the same
geopotential level, namely, at the sea surface. According to Sandstro¨m inference, there
should not be deep circulation in the ocean. However, there are currents in the deep and
abyssal ocean. In particular, the deep water masses do upwell, return to the surface
and eventually close the meridional circulation. The gap between what Sandstro¨m
inference suggested and the real oceanic circulation was covered by Jeffreys (1925).
Jeffreys pointed out that Sandstro¨m inference is a valid analysis, if turbulent mixing is
taken into account. Mixing transports heat in large depths below the cooling level, and a
deep overturning can then develop. In that sense, the ocean is not buoyancy-driven, like
the atmosphere; the ocean is instead mechanically driven, with sources of energy that
create turbulent mixing, necessary for the ocean overturning circulation. The questions
that follow are, how much energy the ocean needs to sustain the deep circulation, and
which are then the sources of this energy. Munk and Wunsch (1998) calculated that
2.1 TW are required to sustain the deep circulation. Motivated by observations from
satellites (Egbert, 1997), which estimate that 0.9 TW of barotropic energy is dissipated
in the deep ocean, Munk and Wunsch suggested that half of the energy (1 TW) for
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the deep circulation is coming from dissipation of barotropic tides, and the other half
(another 1 TW) from winds (Fig. 1.1). More recent satellite observations support this
hypothesis (Egbert and Ray, 2003).
The mechanism by which energy is supplied into the deep ocean is related to the
dissipation of the internal wave field in the ocean interior. Tidal internal waves form an
important part of the internal wave field. They are baroclinic waves, generated from
the interaction of the barotropic tides with rough topography. Part of these internal
waves are dissipated at their generation sites; the rest of these waves propagate in the
ocean interior and dissipate far away from their generation sites. The local dissipation
of these waves at the location of their generation, creates mixing and turbulence, that
locally enhances the turbulent diapycnal diffusivity, hence the way that salinity and
temperature are mixed, or diapycnally diffused. These arguments are supported by
observations, according to which, diffusivity values over rough topography are several
orders of magnitude larger than the diffusivity over smooth regions of the ocean (Toole
et al., 1994; Polzin et al., 1997; Ledwell et al., 2000). The diffusivity in the ocean,
therefore, is highly inhomogeneous in space, with small values over smooth regions,
and greatly enhanced values over rough topography.
Most Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCMs) do not take into account the spa-
tial variability of the diapycnal diffusivity. Instead, they assign a constant value to
diffusivity, representing the ‘background’ mixing. The ‘background’ mixing describes
the effect of the internal tides that propagate away from their generation sites and
dissipate into the oceanic interior. The effect of the internal tides that dissipate imme-
diately at the generation sites is completely neglected. An attempt to cover this gap
was the study by Laurent et al. (2002), that proposed a tidal mixing scheme which
takes into account the energy constraints from tidal mixing. The tidal mixing scheme
has been implemented and tested in several modeling studies: Simmons et al. (2004);
Saenko and Merryfield (2004); Saenko (2006); Montenegro et al. (2007); Jayne (2009).
Results from these studies indicate that tidal mixing has a significant effect on the
simulated MOC, and that it noticeably improves the ocean state.
The tidal mixing scheme requires a bottom roughness map that can be chosen de-
pending on the scales of topographic features one wants to focus on. Different scales of
topographic features would imply a different structure of tidal mixing, hence different
structure of diapycnal diffusion. Previous studies that implemented the tidal mixing
scheme of Laurent et al. (2002) (Simmons et al., 2004; Saenko and Merryfield, 2004;
Montenegro et al., 2007), used the same bottom roughness map, which contains large-
scale topographic features. However, studies based on observations and on theoretical
arguments (Polzin and Firing, 1997; Naveira Garabato et al., 2004; Polzin, 2004; Muller
and Bu¨hler, 2009; Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2010a,b) suggest that small-scale features
of topography, such as abyssal hills with length scales 1 − 10 km, are important for
the dissipation of internal waves. Such arguments are further supported in Nikurashin
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and Legg (2011) using high resolution two-dimensional numerical simulations. There-
fore, there is a gap between the consideration of bottom roughness in modeling studies
and what observations suggest. Considering small-scales features in the formulation of
bottom roughness in climate models has, until now, unknown effects.
Chapter 2 of the present study, in the context of the studies described above, deals
with the implementation of the tidal mixing parameterization by Laurent et al. (2002)
in the MPI-Ocean Model MPIOM (Marsland et al., 2003), with the focus being on
the sensitivity of the modeled circulation to different spatial scales represented in the
bottom roughness map. By performing uncoupled MPIOM simulations that include
the tidal mixing scheme using bottom roughness calculated at different spatial scales,
we address in Chapter 2 the following research questions:
(1) What is the impact of different scales of bottom roughness on the general circu-
lation?
(2) Do tidally-induced changes in convection drive the strong bottom water trans-
ports in the simulations with tidal mixing?
(3) Does tidal mixing improve the MPIOM solution?
Chapter 2 is written in the style of journal publication, and is submitted to Ocean
Modeling (Exarchou et al. (2011), currently under revision). Therefore, Chapter 2 can
be read independently than Chapter 3.
In recent years, in climate modeling studies, there is an ongoing effort to predict the
climate change due to increasing greenhouse forcing. Part of these studies are focused on
the time-evolving climate change, rather than the equilibrium climate change, because
the interest of the society focuses on the changes that will be taking place in the coming
decades, when the system will be far from equilibrium.
The transient climate response to increasing greenhouse forcing is determined by the
climate feedbacks and the uptake of heat from the atmosphere into the deep ocean
(Gregory and Mitchell, 1997). Tidal mixing, that modifies the way heat is diffused
diapycnally in the interior of the ocean, could lead to different ocean heat uptake.
Moreover, tidal mixing, as we discuss in Chapter 2, strongly affects the strength of
the MOC, hence the climatic variables connected to MOC, such as meridional heat
transports, and sea-ice conditions. Tidal mixing, therefore, could lead to different
transient climate response to increasing greenhouse forcing.
There is one study that addresses the impact of tidal mixing on the transient cli-
mate change (Saenko, 2006); however the study was conducted using a highly idealized
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setting, more specifically, an energy-moisture balance atmospheric model, and an ide-
alized geometry ocean model. Therefore, in Chapter 3, we address the question of the
effect of tidally driven mixing on the transient climate response to CO2 increase, by
using a far more realistic setting: the fully coupled state-of-the-art Atmosphere-Ocean
GCM ECHAM5/MPIOM, that is used in IPCC framework studies for future climate
projections. The research questions that are addressed in Chapter 3 are:
(4) What is the effect of tidally driven mixing on the transient climate response to
CO2 increase?
(5) What are the processes responsible for the modified transient climate response?
1.2 Thesis outline
In Chapter 2 we discuss the implementation of the tidal mixing scheme in MPIOM. We
perform uncoupled MPIOM simulations and focus on the impact of tidal mixing with
different scales of bottom roughness on the general circulation.
In Chapter 3 we investigate the sensitivity of the transient climate change for a global
warming scenario to tidal mixing, by performing coupled ECHAM5/MPIOM simula-
tions. We also investigate possible mechanisms responsible for the modified transient
climate change in the simulations with tidal mixing.
In Chapter 4 we summarize the main findings of our study and propose possible
directions for future research.
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Figure 1.1: A graphical budget of tidal energy flux. Satellite observations (Egbert, 1997) suggest
that 0.9 TW of tidal energy are dissipated in the deep ocean (over ridges and seamounts). Another
1.2 TW is estimated to come from wind energy (Wunsch, 1998). The sum from wind and tidal en-
ergy is 2.1 TW, and is, according to estimations of Munk and Wunsch, adequate to sustain the deep




Impact of tidal mixing with different scales
of bottom roughness on the general
circulation in the ocean model MPIOM
2.1 Introduction
In the interior of the ocean, according to observations, there is only weak turbulent
mixing. Diapycnal diffusivity, which quantifies turbulent mixing, has over most of the
ocean area a weak ‘background’ value around 10−5 m2s−1. Over rough topography, on
the other hand, diffusivity has values that are several orders of magnitude larger than
the weak background diffusivity (Toole et al., 1994; Polzin et al., 1997; Ledwell et al.,
2000). The main source of energy for the enhanced turbulent mixing is considered
to be the dissipation of internal waves originating from barotropic tides when they
interact with rough topography. Theoretical estimates (Munk and Wunsch, 1998) and
observations from satellites (Egbert and Ray, 2003) support that tides provide 1 TW
of energy to the deep ocean. Part of tidally induced internal waves break over rough
topography. The resulting diffusivity is highly variable in space, and has small values
over smooth regions and greatly enhanced values over rough topography.
In most Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCMs) this spatial variability of di-
apycnal diffusivity that is associated with tides is not taken into account. The effects
of tides is merely represented in the form of a spatially homogeneous background diffu-
sivity. Several recent modeling studies (Hasumi and Suginohara, 1999; Simmons et al.,
2004; Saenko and Merryfield, 2004; Montenegro et al., 2007; Huang and Jin, 2007;
Jayne, 2009) indicate that using more physically based spatially variable diffusion co-
efficients instead of fixed constant values has a significant effect on the simulated ocean
circulation and noticeably improves the ocean state.
The present study deals with the implementation of the tidal mixing parameterization
proposed by Laurent et al. (2002) in the MPI-Ocean Model MPIOM (Marsland et al.,
2003) and investigates its effects on the overturning circulation. The tidal mixing
scheme requires a bottom roughness map that can be chosen depending on the scales
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of topographic features one wants to focus on. Previous studies that implemented the
scheme (Simmons et al., 2004; Saenko and Merryfield, 2004; Montenegro et al., 2007)
used the same bottom roughness, built-in the tidal energy conversion map provided by
Jayne and Laurent (2001), which contains topographic features up to 50 km. However,
Polzin et al. (1997) argue that tidal mixing occurs over topographic features with small
length scales, of the order of 1−10 km. Taking the above argument into consideration,
in our study we focus on the sensitivity of the modeled circulation to the different
spatial scales that are represented in the bottom roughness map (sections 2.3.1 and
2.3.2).
The overturning circulation and the bottom circulation in our simulations are strength-
ened. Previous studies in single-basin, single-hemisphere, idealized models demonstrate
that the deep overturning circulation scales with diffusivity (Bryan, 1987; Scott and
Marotzke, 2002). Other studies argue that the scaling between the diffusivity and the
lower limb of the overturning is different than the scaling for the upper limb (Ito and
Marshall, 2008; Nikurarashin and Vallis, 2011). It is not clear whether similar rela-
tionships holds for an OGCM with tidal mixing (Jayne, 2009) and additionally, it is
not clear that in the case of an enhancement of overturning due to tidal mixing what
exactly is the cause of it. We discuss whether the enhancement we observe in our
simulations is caused by changes in the convective events or by local changes in the
water properties (section 2.4). We describe the changes in the simulated density field
in section 2.5). Finally, we compare the results of our simulations with observations in
section 2.6 and conclude in section 2.7.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Model Description
The model used in this study is the Max Planck Institute Global Ocean-Sea Ice Model
MPIOM (Marsland et al., 2003). It has an orthogonal curvilinear grid, with horizontal
resolution 3◦ by 3◦ near the equator that increases towards the model poles, placed
over Greenland and Antarctica. The model resolution ranges between 28 km near
Greenland, and 390 km near the tropical Pacific. There are 40 vertical levels. The
subgridscale parameterizations of the model include a convective adjustment scheme
(Marsland et al., 2003). We do not use enhanced diffusivity to parameterize convection
because this would mask enhanced diffusivity due to tidal mixing, since we use the
entire diffusivity term as a diagnostic. For the vertical eddy viscosity and diffusivity,
the model follows the so-called PP scheme, suggested by Pacanowski and Philander
(1981). According to the PP scheme, the total vertical diffusivity is given by
k = kri + kbg, (2.1)
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where kri is a Richardson number dependent term which operates mainly within the
thermocline, and kbg is the background mixing term and accounts for other sources
for mixing, predominantly due to internal waves. In Eq. 2.1 the term kwinds is added,
which accounts for the turbulent mixing close to the sea surface due to the wind. The
model is forced by the OMIP climatological forcing dataset (Ro¨ske, 2006).
2.2.2 Tidal mixing parameterization
The tidal mixing parameterization was proposed by Laurent et al. (2002) and used in
the modeling studies of Simmons et al. (2004), Montenegro et al. (2007) and Saenko
and Merryfield (2004). The parameterization replaces kbg in Eq. 2.1 by
kbg + ktidal = kbg +
qΓE(x, y)F (x, y, z)
ρN(x, y, z)2
. (2.2)
The term ktidal represents mixing due to local dissipation of tidally induced waves over
rough topography. This term is directly related to the energy flux per unit area E(x, y)
that is lost from barotropic to baroclinic tides. The term q = 0.3 is the portion of the
tidal energy that dissipates locally, Γ = 0.2 is the mixing efficiency, ρ is the density,
and N(x, y, z) is the buoyancy frequency. F (x, y, z) of Eq. 2.2 is a vertical structure
function, which satisfies
∫ 0
−H F (z)dz = 1 for each grid point (x, y), and is given by
F (x, y, z) =
e−(H(x,y)+z)/ζ
ζ(1− e−H(x,y)/ζ) , (2.3)
where H(x, y) is the total depth of the water column, and ζ = 500m is the vertical
decay scale of turbulence. The meaning of the function F (x, y, z) is that the energy
that originates from local mixing decays exponentially with height. The term kbg
represents the background mixing and accounts for sources of mixing other than the
local dissipation of tidal waves, such as breaking of low-mode internal waves that have
been generated by barotropic tides and radiated away from their generation sites, or
breaking of waves that have been generated by the winds at the surface and have
radiated into the ocean interior.
The energy flux per unit area that is lost from barotropic tides to internal waves














the mean square tidal velocity, taken from a tidal model (Zahel et al., 2000), κ is the
wavenumber of topography, which is taken constant and is used as a tuning parameter,
and h(x, y)2 is the bottom roughness. We explain in more detail in the section below
how the value for h(x, y)2 is calculated, and how κ is tuned. Concerning the tidal
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velocity, we note here a difference to Jayne and Laurent: the velocities used by Jayne
and Laurent are derived from a tidal model with extra terms that account for the
wave dissipation. These terms resulted in reducing the rms error when compared with
the observed tides. In Zahel et al. such terms are not used, because this effect is
implicitly considered by the dynamic residuals appearing in their results due to data
assimilation (W. Zahel, 2010, personal communication). In addition, the rms errors
in Zahel et al. are significantly smaller than in Jayne and Laurent, which indicates
the good performance of the tidal model and gives us confidence on the tidal velocities
dataset.
The tidal mixing scheme, thus, depends on bottom roughness, mean tidal velocity
amplitudes and stratification. It also evolves as part of the model solution, through its
dependence on the buoyancy frequency N and the density ρ.
2.2.3 Bottom roughness resulting from topographic features at different
spatial scales
Previous studies (Polzin et al., 1997; Polzin, 2004; Muller and Bu¨hler, 2009) suggest
that tidal mixing is maintained by the dissipation of internal waves over small-scale fea-
tures of topography, such as abyssal hills with length scales 1−10 km, rather than over
large-scale topographic features. This argument is further supported in Nikurashin and
Legg (2011) using high resolution numerical simulations. In previous studies that im-
plemented the tidal mixing parameterization of Laurent et al., (Saenko and Merryfield,
2004; Simmons et al., 2004), bottom roughness (which is used for the calculation of
the energy conversion map E(x, y) in Eq. 2.4) is taken from Jayne and Laurent (2001),
and is modeled as the root-mean square residual from a smooth surface fitted to the
topography over an area with 50 km radius. This roughness map, therefore, captures
topographic features on scales up to 50 km. A consideration of roughness at different
spatial scales results in different spatial distribution of the energy dissipation and in
different model solutions, as we will see in the next section. This comprises the main
research question we address in this paper, the impact of different modeled roughnesses
on the model solution.
To achieve our research goal we use differently modeled bottom roughness maps
h(x, y) which result in three different energy conversion maps E(x, y). The first bottom
roughness map (hereafter: ‘small-scale’) contains only small-scale topographic features.
It is defined as the root mean squares of the residuals from smoothed surfaces over areas
of size 15× 15 km2, which is then interpolated to the model grid. The second bottom
roughness map (named ‘large-scale’) is the root mean squares of the residuals from
smoothed surfaces on model grid, whose size is by and large about 200 km. In both
maps the topography dataset used for calculating the smoothed surfaces is the high
16
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resolution (2 minute) topography dataset from ETOPO21. The smoothed surfaces are
derived by fitting polynomial sloping surfaces, either on a 15× 15 km2 grid in the first
case, or on the coarse model grid in the second case. The third bottom roughness map
(named ‘medium-scale’) is directly taken from Jayne (2009), and is derived using a 50
km smoothing radius. In general, the medium-scale and large-scale maps that capture
topographic features on scales of several tens of kilometers up to about 300 km reveal
values larger than the small-scale map that represents topographic features on scales
smaller than 15 km.
For the large-scale and small-scale roughness maps, the respective energy flux E is
obtained following Eq. 2.4, where by adjusting κ the surface integral of E over areas
with depth larger than 1000 m is 1 TW. The physical interpretation of κ is that it
characterizes the wavenumber of bathymetry, and in principle should be calculated
directly from the topography. Here, in line with previous studies (Jayne and Laurent,
2001; Jayne, 2009), we treat κ as a constant parameter which we tune so that the
integrated energy flux gives the value of 1 TW. Due to the different smoothing radius
used in the calculation of these maps, the roughness h is smaller in small-scale compared
to large-scale. Hence, κ in small-scale is adjusted to a value significantly larger than its
value in large-scale (κ|large-scale ∼ 2pi/170 km−1, κ|small-scale ∼ 2pi/2 km−1). The energy
flux for the medium-scale roughness is directly provided by Jayne. Note that the same
surface integral of the medium-scale energy flux, after having been interpolated onto
our model grid, is about 1.4 TW. In our experiments we did not scale the medium-
scale energy flux to 1 TW. However, a shorter parallel test run (not shown) with scaled
medium-scale energy flux to 1 TW, did not have qualitatively different solution from
the one we consider here.
Having inferred the value of the parameter κ for the large-scale and small-scale
roughness (for the medium-scale roughness the value of κ is provided by Jayne (2009)),
we can compare the combined effect of roughness and wavenumber of the bathymetry,
given by the quantity κh2, as it appears in Eq. 2.4. The medium-scale and large-
scale maps appear to be strikingly similar at their large scale features, despite the
different smoothing radius used in each map (Fig. 2.1). The main differences between
these two are in the coastal regions, where medium-scale map has larger κh2 values.
In contrast, both medium-scale and large-scale are very different from the small-scale
map. The small-scale map appears to have more smeared out features, rather than
having large κh2 values concentrated at some certain regions, as is the case in the other
two topography maps. The differences are revealed further in Fig. 2.2. small-scale
has higher κh2 values compared to the other two cases over the ridges in Mid-Atlantic
Ocean, Indian Ocean, and East Pacific, and weaker in West Pacific and, in comparison
1U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Na-
tional Geophysical Data Center, 2006. 2-minute Gridded Global Relief Data (ETOPO2v2)
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/fliers/06mgg01.html
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to medium-scale, in almost all coastal regions.
Figure 2.1: Quantity κh2 of Eq. 2.4 (in a log scale, units are m) based on large-scale (top), medium-
scale (middle) and small-scale (bottom) derived bottom roughness.
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2.2 Methods
Figure 2.2: Difference between κh2 based on different calculations of bottom roughness: small-scale
minus large-scale (top) and small-scale minus medium-scale (bottom). (Units are m).
2.2.4 Experiments
We perform four simulations that are initialized from the Levitus dataset (World Ocean
Atlas 1998, hereafter WOA98, Levitus et al. (1998)) and span 2000 years each. One
control experiment uses the default PP scheme diffusivity k with the background term
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kbg equal to 10−5 m2s−1 (‘CtrEXP’). The tidal effect in the control experiment is
represented only by the constant background term, which accounts for the background
mixing arising from breaking of tidal or wind generated internal waves. The other
three simulations utilize the tidal mixing scheme and add in the diffusion coefficient
the tidal term ktidal given in Eq. 2.2. The tidal effect, hence, is described by a spatially
variable term, representing the local dissipation of tides over rough topography, and
a weak background term kbg equal to 10−5 m2s−1, representing the weak background
mixing due to breaking of internal waves. The three simulations use the large-scale,
medium-scale and small-scale energy dissipation maps shown in Fig. 2.1 and are called
hereafter ‘large-scaleEXP’, ‘medium-scaleEXP’ and ‘small-scaleEXP’, respectively. We
note here that due to small buoyancy frequencies N close to the bottom, the tidal term
in Eq. 2.2 can yield unrealistically large values. To overcome this problem we use as
an upper limit for ktidal the value of 2× 10−3 m2s−1. Similar problem was reported in
Saenko and Merryfield where they used the same truncation value like here, as well as
in Montenegro et al., where they truncated at 5× 10−4 m2s−1.
Fig. 2.3 shows a vertical section of diffusivity over the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 35◦ N
for the three tidal runs. The similarity between medium-scaleEXP and large-scaleEXP
is evident, both experiments produce near-bottom diffusivity values over the ridge close
to 6−7 cm2s−1 which they decrease to the background value 0.1−0.2 cm2s−1 at ∼ 1 km
above the ridge. In contrast, small-scaleEXP produces higher diffusivities, reaching 25
cm2s−1 near bottom, and decreasing to ∼ 0.8 cm2s−1 at 1 km above the ridge. From
the horizontal distribution of energy dissipation, shown in Fig. 2.2 we expect such
differences in diffusivities among the three simulations, since the energy conversion in
small-scale is stronger everywhere in the Atlantic Ocean. Additional differences can
occur due to different density and buoyancy fields, through their non-linear relation to
the energy dissipation in Eq. 2.2. From oceanic observations over rough topographies
(Polzin et al., 1997; Toole et al., 1994) we expect enhanced diffusivity values larger
than 10 cm2s−1 within 150 m from the bottom, and larger than 1 cm2s−1 within 500
m from the bottom. ‘small-scaleEXP’, therefore, cannot be considered unrealistic.
The experiments are summarized in Table 2.1. The analysis that follows in the next
sections uses time means of the last 200 years of the 2000 year-long simulations, and each
experiment is compared to CtrEXP which is considered as a reference run. The large
number of simulations, four in total plus some additional runs that are discussed later,
did not allow for longer runs. The trends for globally averaged potential temperature
and salinity at 4000 m depth at the last years of the integration are less than 0.08
degrees Celsius and 0.03 psu per thousand years, respectively. For the Atlantic MOC
the trends at 1000 m and 3500 m depth are less than 0.05 Sv and 0.03 Sv per hundred
years, respectively. The last 200 years represent hence states that are close to quasi-
equilibrium.
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Figure 2.3: Vertical section of diffusivity (in a log scale, units are m2s−1) at 35◦ N, of large-scaleEXP
(top), medium-scaleEXP (middle) and small-scaleEXP (bottom). The longitudes and latitudes of the
end points of the section are shown in the x axis.
2.3 Results in the general circulation
In the current section we discuss the differences in the large-scale circulation in the
major ocean basins among the experiments.
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large-scaleEXP medium-scaleEXP small-scaleEXP CtrEXP








Table 2.1: Summary of the experiments performed in this study.
2.3.1 Atlantic Ocean
Interestingly, each experiment shows a different response in the Atlantic Ocean circu-
lation (Fig. 2.4). CtrEXP has a reasonably strong circulation, with a North Atlantic
Deep Water cell (NADW) that reaches up to 20 Sv at 40◦ N and 1000 m depth, and an
Antarctic Bottom Water cell (AABW) in which the flow reaches 3 Sv at 3500 m depth.
Large-scaleEXP exhibits an increase in the overturning streamfunction throughout the
entire NADW cell. The maximum transport in the NADW cell in large-scaleEXP is 2
Sv larger than CtrEXP and shifted 300 m deeper and 5 degrees to the North. In ad-
dition, in large-scaleEXP the strength of the AABW cell is increased by about 1.7 Sv.
In contrast, small-scaleEXP behaves quite differently compared to large-scaleEXP: the
bottom water transport in the AABW cell is enhanced by 4 Sv compared to CtrEXP,
thus reaching up to 7 Sv. At the same time, the NADW strength is slightly increasing
about 0.5 Sv at 1500 m depth, and decreasing at depths between 2000-3000 m. The
third experiment, medium-scaleEXP, is between large-scaleEXP and small-scaleEXP:
The strength of the AABW cell is enhanced by 2 Sv, and the NADW cell is significantly
enhanced mainly at depths between 1000-3000 m, but weakened above 1000 m depth,
compared to CtrEXP. In addition, the maximum streamfunction value of the NADW
cell is shifted downward and slightly northward.
Given the sensitivity of the model to diapycnal diffusivity, it may not be a big surprise
that each tidal simulation drifts to its own solution. We will discuss more about the
differences among the experiments in sections 2.4 and 2.5.
2.3.2 Pacific Ocean
In the Pacific Ocean, CtrEXP reveals three shallow subtropical cells, and a bottom
cell extending northward transport from the Southern Ocean up to about 30◦ N with
maximum upwelling strength of about 5 Sv at 4000 m depth (see Fig. 2.5). The three
tidal simulations change in the same direction (but different amplitudes): in all three
experiments the bottom water transport is significantly strengthened, by 5.5 Sv in large-
scaleEXP and medium-scaleEXP, and by 6.5 Sv in small-scaleEXP, when compared to
CtrEXP. Saenko and Merryfield (2004) had a similar conclusion in their modeling study,
in which bottom water circulation in the Pacific Ocean is greatly enhanced when tidal
mixing is taken into account. In fact, without tidal mixing, the Pacific Ocean of that
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Figure 2.4: Meridional overturning streamfunction, in Sv, for the Atlantic Ocean for CtrEXP (top,
contour interval is 1 Sv for negative and 2 Sv for positive values). Differences from CtrEXP: large-
scaleEXP (middle left), medium-scaleEXP (middle right) and small-scaleEXP (bottom). Contour
interval is 0.5 Sv.
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study becomes a stagnant basin, with no circulation in the deep/bottom ocean.
Observations (Talley et al., 2003) indicate that there is significant bottom water flow
in the Pacific Ocean, with a maximum northward transport of bottom water close to 13
Sv at 28◦ S. In CtrEXP, the bottom water transport, which reaches 3 Sv at 28◦ S and 5
Sv close to the equator, is quite underestimated. In the tidal runs, the bottom transport
around 25-30◦ S reaches about 9 Sv in large-scaleEXP and medium-scaleEXP and 11
Sv in small-scaleEXP. Tidal mixing, therefore, significantly improves the circulation in
the Pacific Ocean, even though the transports are still weaker than those suggested by
observations.
2.4 Sensitivity of bottom cells to changes in convective
activity induced by tidal mixing
Numerous previous studies examine the relation between diapycnal diffusivity and the
production of bottom water. The study of Nikurarashin and Vallis (2011), performed
using an idealized single basin setting, demonstrated that the deep overturning circu-
lation in a single basin, with the deep water source in the South Hemisphere, scales
with diffusivity. Ito and Marshall (2008) reached to a similar scaling relation using
residual-mean theory, tested with an idealized OCGM. Tsujino et al. (2000), using an
OGCM with horizontally homogeneous and vertically varying diffusivity, found that a
strong deep Pacific circulation cannot be reproduced without a depth-increasing diffu-
sivity. Furue and Masahiro (2005), in a two-basin model with idealized configuration,
found that deep diffusivity increased only in the Pacific Ocean leads to enhancement
of AABW production.
In our experiments with tidal mixing, which produces a depth-increasing spatially
inhomogeneous diffusivity, the bottom water transport is significantly enhanced, in line
with the aforementioned studies. Additionally, experiment small-scaleEXP produces
the strongest among the three tidal runs bottom water transport, which is almost dou-
bled in both Atlantic and Pacific (CtrEXP taken as a reference value). What causes
such a strong enhancement of bottom water transport in small-scaleEXP? Bottom wa-
ter, both in Atlantic and Pacific Ocean, is formed in the Southern Ocean with open
ocean deep convection (Jacobs et al., 1970). One possible explanation for the strong
bottom water transport in small-scaleEXP is the remote action of convection, due to
enhanced tidal mixing in the convection regions of the Southern Ocean. The mechanism
at work is that tidal mixing affects the local properties of the water masses by affecting
the way that temperature and salinity are mixed from surface down to larger depths,
thus affecting the stratification of the water column by making it more homogeneous,
and finally facilitating the convection events. An enhancement in convective events
will then strengthen the deep water formation leading to an increase in bottom water
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Figure 2.5: Meridional overturning streamfunction, in Sv, for the Pacific Ocean for CtrEXP (top).
Differences from CtrEXP: large-scaleEXP (middle left), medium-scaleEXP (middle right) and small-
scaleEXP (bottom). Contour interval is 1 Sv.
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transport. If our hypothesis is valid, switching-off tidal mixing in convection areas
would not favor convection events. Bottom water formation would not be enhanced,
and bottom water transport transport would not be strengthened. To test our hypoth-
esis, we perform one additional experiment, named small-scaleSO-EXP, in which tidal
mixing is switched off in the Southern Ocean in small-scaleEXP. The experiment starts
from WOA98 and is integrated for 1000 years. We note here that by Southern Ocean
we mean the entire circumpolar area that extends zonally from Drake Passage (55◦
S) up to Antarctica, and it includes all the major convections sites of the Southern
Hemisphere in the model. Results from this additional experiment (shown in Fig. 2.6)
do not support our hypothesis. Apart from some local differences, tidal mixing in the
Southern Ocean cannot explain the increase of the bottom transport of the order of 4
Sv in the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 2.4) and 6.5 Sv in the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 2.5). Our
hypothesis is rejected, suggesting that the differences in bottom water transport are
not driven by the differences in the convective events induced by tidal mixing.
The experiment small-scaleSO-EXP demonstrates quite clearly that tidal mixing in
convection regions is not responsible for the great enhancement of the bottom water
transport in small-scaleEXP. Additional experiments (not shown) in which we switch
off mixing in the other major convection regions, namely in the Nordic Seas and in
the Labrador Sea, yield the same result: changes in convection due to tidal mixing do
not significantly affect the overturning circulation. What is driving the changes in the
bottom circulation instead, is the local mixing in the vast area of the ocean bottom.
Our result is in line with the study of Scott and Marotzke (2002), in which it was
found that in a single-hemisphere, idealized geometry model, high latitude mixing,
where stratification is weak, has a weak impact on the MOC strength, because it is
unable to drive strong vertical buoyancy fluxes. Mixing at low latitudes, instead, where
there is strong stratification and high surface temperature, has very strong effect on
MOC strength.
2.5 Changes in horizontal density gradients
In the current section we discuss how the modifications of the water masses due to tidal
mixing are associated with the enhancement in the deep and bottom water transports.
The large-scale circulation is to a good approximation in geostrophic balance. The
combination of geostrophy and the hydrostatic approximation under the Boussinesq







which relates the zonal density gradient ∂ρ/∂x with the meridional velocity shear
∂v/∂z. Assuming a level of no motion at z = z0, the vertical integration of Eq. 2.5
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Figure 2.6: Differences in meridional overturning streamfunction, in Sv, between small-scaleSO-EXP









Eq. 2.6 implies that large horizontal density gradients are associated with strong ab-
solute meridional transport. Figures 2.8 and 2.7 show the potential density field σ4 at
a vertical section in North Atlantic and South Pacific, respectively, along an east-west
section close to the maximum of the bottom water transport of each ocean basin. One
striking result is that CtrEXP has stronger vertical density gradient below 2500 m
depth compared to the other three experiments, demonstrated by the large number of
contour lines at these depths in CtrEXP. Smaller vertical density gradients, hence more
homogeneous water column, in the other three experiments is a result of tidal mixing
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in the tidal simulations. A more careful inspection reveals that the isopycnals in the
tidal simulations are not lifted uniformly, but rather they have strong slopes, especially
in the Atlantic section in small-scaleEXP. Larger isopycnal slopes are associated with
stronger meridional flow, as seen from the thermal wind balance in Eq. 2.6 Experiment
small-scaleEXP has steeper isopycnal slopes (Fig. 2.8), which in turn are associated
to stronger deep/bottom water transport in small-scaleEXP than the two other tidal
experiments, consistent with geostrophic balance in the ocean’s interior.
2.6 Comparison with observations
The tidal mixing scheme affects the vertical distribution of temperature and salinity,
hence the density of the water masses. The bias, defined as the departure from WOA98
data, can provide us with a measure for assessing the improvement achieved by includ-
ing the tidal mixing scheme. Figures 2.11 and 2.10 show the zonally averaged density
σ4 bias for Atlantic and Pacific, respectively. In CtrEXP, the water masses are too light
in the upper 2-3 km of the ocean, and too dense from that level down to the ocean bot-
tom, when compared to the WOA98 climatology. This results mainly from too warm
waters in the upper 2-3 km, and too cold waters in the deep and bottom ocean regions,
which means that heat is not adequately mixed down to the deep/bottom ocean. Here,
we note that the bias in CtrEXP in the Atlantic is temperature driven. The salinity
bias, characterized by a too saline upper ocean and a too fresh deep ocean, has a con-
tribution to the density bias that opposes the temperature bias. In the Pacific, the
salinity bias is positive everywhere, thus contributing to the density bias only in the
deep/bottom ocean. Tidal mixing, which is mainly large close to the ocean bottom,
opposes the temperature and salinity gradient, thus reducing the bias below 3000 m
depth, especially in the simulation with strong bottom mixing, small-scaleEXP. As a
trade-off, at depths around 1000 m the tidal simulations are warmer and less dense
compared to both CtrEXP and WOA98. At these depths the tidal experiments should
have mixing equal to Ctr, hence we could expect a similar bias. However this is not en-
tirely true, one reason being that bottom tidal mixing decays with an e-folding scale of
500 m, and second reason being that tidal mixing occurs in coastal and shallow regions
as well. So, larger bias at these depths in the tidal simulations could be due to either
too strong coastal tidal mixing, or too large vertical decay scale of tidal mixing (ζ in
Eq. 2.3). The latter is supported by other studies (Muller and Bu¨hler, 2009) according
to which, tidal mixing is more confined to the bottom than usually assumed. Reducing
ζ is difficult to realize in MPIOM, whose vertical resolution is larger than 300 m below
3000 m depth.
The above outcomes are revealed altogether in the global density bias (Fig. 2.9):
the enhancement of bias above 2500 m depth, and the reduction of bias below 3000 m
depth in all three tidal simulations. Looking at global temperature and salinity biases
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Figure 2.7: Potential density σ4 (kg m
−3) in a vertical section in South Pacific between 9◦ S and 25◦
S, a location which is close to the maximum bottom water transport (the longitudes and latitudes of
the end points of the section are shown in the x axis). Each plot has different colorbar which is confined
between the maximum and minimum of the density value of each experiment in this particular section,
and is divided into 40 contours.
(not shown), all tidal simulations, when compared to CtrEXP, reduce the salinity bias
everywhere, as well as the temperature bias below 3000 m. The increase of the density
bias at 1000 m in the tidal runs originates from the increase in the temperature bias.
It is apparent from the global bias that small-scaleEXP performs better than the other
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Figure 2.8: Potential density σ4 (kg m
−3) in a vertical section in North Atlantic around 17◦ N, a
location which is close to the maximum of the AABW transport (the longitudes and latitudes of the
end points of the section are shown in the x axis). Each plot has different colorbar which is confined
between the maximum and minimum of the density value of each experiment in this particular section,
and is divided into 40 contours.
two tidal runs in the sense that it has the smallest increase of the bias at 1000 m, and
at the same time the smallest bias of all experiments at the deep and bottom waters.
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Figure 2.9: Global average of potential density σ4 bias (defined as the departure from WOA98
climatology) in kg m−3.
2.7 Conclusions and discussion
The current study discusses the effects of the tidal mixing parameterization proposed
by Laurent et al. on the MPI-Ocean Model MPIOM. This scheme produces spatial
variations of diapycnal diffusivity depending on the locations of tidal energy dissipation
over rough topography. We examine the sensitivity of the model results on the spatial
scales of the modeled bottom roughness. Four experiments were carried out: three
experiments with the tidal mixing scheme and bottom roughness calculated at low,
medium and high resolution (large-scaleEXP, medium-scaleEXP and small-scaleEXP),
and a fourth experiment with the standard configuration and the same background
diffusivity as in the tidal experiments (CtrEXP).
1. The first result is that all three tidal simulations have different equilibrium solu-
tions for the circulation. The strength of the bottom circulations increases with
decreasing roughness length, whereas the AMOC behaves in a more complex man-
ner: it increases everywhere in large-scaleEXP, increases only at depths between
1000-3000 m in medium-scaleEXP, and decreases at depths between 2000-3000 m
in small-scaleEXP. It is not straightforward, hence, to implement the tidal mixing
scheme, due to the sensitivity of the results on the formulation of bottom rough-
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Figure 2.10: Potential density σ4 bias (defined as the departure from WOA98 climatology) zonally
averaged in the Pacific Ocean. Contour interval is 0.1 kg m−3.
ness. To our knowledge, such a sensitivity on the modeled roughness has not
been tested and discussed in any other modeling study using OGCM. Previous
studies that used the same tidal mixing scheme (Simmons et al., 2004; Saenko
and Merryfield, 2004) have used the same modeled roughness built-in the energy
conversion map, taken from Jayne and Laurent.
2. The second result is that the changes in the bottom circulation in the tidal sim-
ulations are not driven by tidally induced changes in convection. The popular
concept of direct relationship between convection and circulation strength is coun-
teracted here. Instead, we find that local changes in water masses properties affect
bottom circulation, without necessarily convection having to play a dominant role.
3. The third result is that all the tidal simulations reduce the bias of the model at
big depths, and increase it at intermediate depths. Among the tidal simulations,
the one based on small-scale roughness produces the smallest biases.
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Figure 2.11: Potential density σ4 bias (defined as the departure from WOA98 climatology) zonally




The effect of tidally driven mixing on the
transient climate response to CO2 increase
3.1 Introduction
Several coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models are being used for sim-
ulations of the climate change with different emission scenarios. The results of these
simulations are synthesized into collective synthesis reports in the Intergovernmen-
tal Panel for Climate Change (IPCC1). Part of these simulations are focused on the
time-evolving climate change, rather than the equilibrium climate change, because the
immediate societal interest is on the near present rather than on the distant future.
The simulated transient climate changes (referred to as ‘responses’) of different models,
quantified through metrics such as global-mean surface temperature, Atlantic thermo-
haline circulation, sea-ice cover etc., vary significantly from one model to another. For
example, the range in temperature change at the end of the 21st century under the B1
emission scenario is about 1.2◦− 3.2◦ C, implying a 2◦ C multi-model ensemble spread.
Under different emissions scenarios, the multi-model ensemble spread ranges from 2◦ to
2.5◦ C (Solomon et al., 2007, pp. 763). In addition to the differences in the global-mean
surface temperature change, there are differences in the temperature change patterns
among different models. The magnitude of the polar amplification, measured by the
ratio of high latitude warming to the global-mean warming, varies among models from
1.5 to 4.5 times the global-mean warming (Holland and Bitz, 2003). Disagreement
in polar amplification among models is associated with disagreement in the sea ice
thinning (Solomon et al., 2007, pp. 771). Even though coupled models agree on some
common features in polar climate change, such as arctic sea ice decaying much faster
than antarctic sea ice, and northward heat transport increasing in the northern high
latitudes, models produce a large range on their quantitative predictions on sea-ice area
reduction and sea ice melting.
Changes in surface climate quantities, like temperature or sea-ice conditions, are sig-
nificantly influenced by changes in the ocean. For example, the overturning circulation
1http://www.ipcc.ch/
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(MOC), through its control on meridional ocean heat transport, affects sea-ice con-
ditions, hence the polar climate response. The MOC also affects vertical ocean heat
fluxes, hence the ocean heat uptake, which in turn affects the transient near-surface
air temperature response. Therefore, large uncertainties among model predictions arise
from their large disagreement in the circulation response. For example, common fea-
ture among all models simulating the transient climate change is a reduction in the
Atlantic MOC, that is caused by reduced convection due to warming and freshening
of the high-latitudes ocean. However, models disagree on how strong this reduction is:
it can be very small (indistinguishable from natural variability) ranging up to 50% or
more (Gregory et al. (2005), also Fig. 3.1, taken from Solomon et al. (2007)).
The strength of the MOC, hence the meridional ocean heat transport, are strongly
dependent on the choice of the vertical or diapycnal diffusivity (Bryan, 1987; Zhang
et al., 1999; Marotzke, 1997; Scott and Marotzke, 2002). Observations (Toole et al.,
1994; Polzin et al., 1997; Ledwell et al., 2000) indicate that diapycnal diffusivity is
highly variable in space; over most of the ocean area it is weak, around 10−5 m2s−1,
but over rough topography the diffusivity values are several order of magnitude larger.
Large diffusivity comes from enhanced turbulent mixing over rough topography. The
enhanced turbulent mixing is considered to result mainly from the dissipation of in-
ternal waves, that originate from barotropic tides through their interaction with rough
topography. Diapycnal diffusivity, therefore, is highly spatially inhomogeneous, due to
the mixing induced by dissipation of tides in the ocean.
At present, most Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCMs), do not take the
spatial inhomogeneity of diapycnal diffusivity into account; instead, they represent
diffusivity with a spatially constant value. Implementing a more physically based,
spatially-variable diffusivity in models has significant impacts on the simulated ocean
circulation (Hasumi and Suginohara, 1999; Simmons et al., 2004; Saenko and Merryfield,
2004; Montenegro et al., 2007; Huang and Jin, 2007; Jayne, 2009; Exarchou et al., 2011).
The research question we are addressing in the present study is how the differences in
ocean circulation due to tidal mixing are affecting the transient climate response to
CO2 increase. We aim with our study, therefore, to quantify the uncertainties in the
transient response in the ocean circulation, hence in the surface climate, that are related
to tidal mixing in the ocean.
There is one previous study that examined the impact of tidal mixing on the transient
climate change (Saenko, 2006); however, the limitation of that study was that it used
a highly idealized setting, more specifically, an energy-moisture balance atmospheric
model, and an idealized geometry ocean model. For the simulations in our study we
use a fully coupled state-of-the-art Atmosphere-Ocean GCM, that is used in IPCC
framework studies for future climate projections. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no previous modeling study that uses a setting as realistic as in our study, to examine
the impact of tidal mixing on the transient climate response to CO2 increase.
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This Section is organized as follows: we introduce the model and setup of the experi-
ments in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we describe how the quasi-equilibrium climate pro-
duced by the coupled model is modified when the tidal mixing scheme is implemented.
In Section 3.4 we discuss the tidal-mixing induced changes in climate response. In Sec-
tion 3.5 we discuss the role of the ocean heat uptake in the modified transient climate
response induced by tidal mixing. In Section 3.6 we discuss the processes responsible
for the ocean heat uptake. Finally, we summarize in Section 3.7 and conclude in Section
3.8.
Figure 3.1: Evolution of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (MOC) at 30◦ N in simula-
tions with the suite of comprehensive coupled climate models from 1850 to 2100 using 20th Century
Climate in Coupled Models (20C3M) simulations for 1850 to 1999 and the SRES A1B emissions sce-
nario for 1999 to 2100. Some of the models continue the integration to year 2200 with the forcing
held constant at the values of year 2100. Observationally based estimates of late-20th century MOC
are shown as vertical bars on the left. Three simulations show a steady or rapid slow down of the
MOC that is unrelated to the forcing; a few others have late-20th century simulated values that are
inconsistent with observational estimates. Of the model simulations consistent with the late-20th cen-
tury observational estimates, no simulation shows an increase in the MOC during the 21st century;
reductions range from indistinguishable within the simulated natural variability to over 50% relative
to the 1960 to 1990 mean; and none of the models projects an abrupt transition to an off state of the
MOC. (Taken from Solomon et al., 2007, pp. 773).
3.2 Model and experimental setup
3.2.1 Description of coupled ECHAM5/MPIOM
The simulations in this study are performed using the state-of-the art coupled model
ECHAM5/MPIOM, developed at the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (Jung-
claus et al., 2006). The coupled model consists of the spectral atmosphere model
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ECHAM5 and the ocean general circulation model MPIOM (Marsland et al., 2003).
ECHAM5/MPIOM was used for the fourth assessment report on the Intergovernmental
Panel for Climate Change (Solomon et al., 2007, IPCC AR4). Here, we use a coarse-
resolution version of the coupled model to perform long simulations, of up to 1700 years
length.
ECHAM5
ECHAM5 is the 5th generation of ECHAM model series. It has a spectral dynamical
core with vorticity, temperature, and logarithmic air pressure represented by a trun-
cated series of spherical harmonics (Roeckner et al., 2003). In our study we use the
low resolution ECHAM5, truncated at the T31 spectral coefficient, which corresponds
to 3.75◦ horizontal resolution, and with 19 vertical hybrid sigma pressure levels, that
reach up to middle stratosphere (10 hPa). The time-step for ECHAM5 is 20 minutes.
MPIOM
MPIOM (Marsland et al., 2003) is a z-coordinate ocean GCM thats is based on the
primitive equations for a hydrostatic Boussinesq fluid on a rotating sphere. It has
a bipolar, orthogonal spherical coordinate system on Arakawa C-grid. In our study
we use the grid configuration GR30, with the model poles placed over Greenland and
Antarctica. The advantage in the choice of the model poles is that first, numerical
singularities are avoided, and second, the model resolution is high near deep water
formation regions at high latitudes. The horizontal resolution ranges between 28 km
near Greenland, and 350 km near the tropical Pacific. The vertical resolution is high
near the sea surface (10 m) and gets lower with increasing depth (300 m or more in
the deep ocean), distributed in 40 vertical levels. The time-step for MPIOM is 2.4
hours. MPIOM also includes a zero-layer dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model with
viscous-plastic rheology (Semtner, 1976; Hibler, 1979).
Processes that are not resolved in the coarse horizontal and vertical grid resolu-
tion are parameterized. We here briefly summarize some of the parameterizations
we employ in our setup. Convection is parameterized using a convective adjustment
scheme, described in Marsland et al. (2003). The vertical mixing of momentum and
tracers (temperature and salinity) is parameterized following the so-called PP scheme
(Pacanowski and Philander, 1981). Isopycnal diffusivity for tracers is parameterized
following Griffies et al. (1998). Complementary to the isopycnal tracer diffusion is the
scheme of Gent and McWilliams (1990) (GM hereafter), that parameterizes isopycnal
advection due to sub-grid scale eddies, and is also implemented in our setup. Finally,
in our simulations we use the tidal mixing parameterization of Laurent et al. (2002),
in order to investigate the impact of tidal mixing on transient climate change, which
constitutes the research goal of the current study.
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OASIS
The coupling between the two models is performed every 24 hours using the OA-
SIS coupler (Valcke et al., 2003). The coupler transfers from the atmosphere to the
ocean momentum, heat and freshwater fluxes, after interpolating them onto MPIOM
grid. From the ocean to the atmosphere the coupler transfers sea surface tempera-
tures, sea-ice thickness and area, snow cover and sea surface velocities. River runoff
and glacier calving, which are implemented in the atmospheric model (Hagemann and
Dumenil, 1998; Hagemann and Gates, 2003), are passed from the atmosphere to the
ocean through the freshwater fluxes. The coupled model does not require any flux
adjustment.
3.2.2 Experiments
We perform experiments with two setups of ECHAM5/MPIOM, one setup with the
tidal mixing scheme, and the second setup with the standard configuration. We refer
to the two setups as TID and CTR hereafter. We discussed in detail the implementation
of the tidal mixing scheme in MPIOM in Chapter 2. The implementation of the scheme
to the coupled model and the choice of parameter values are performed exactly as in
the uncoupled simulations of Chapter 2. Additionally, we choose here to represent the
bottom roughness as the room-mean-square residuals from smoothed surfaces onto the
model grid. Furthermore, in both CTR and TID the background diffusivity is equal to
10−5 m2 s−1.
Both TID and CTR are run with pre-industrial CO2 concentration (278 ppmv) until
quasi-equilibrium is reached (spin-up runs). There is no single strict criterion for quasi-
equilibrium. Instead, we arbitrarily determine the length of the spin-up runs by looking
that the trends of different quantities at different ocean depth levels are adequately
small. The length of the CTR spin-up is 1000 years, and of the TID spin-up is 1200
years. In Section 3.3, where we discuss the quasi-equilibrium climates of TID and CTR,
we discuss the time-means of the last 200-years of the spin-up runs. We hereafter refer
to the experiments in quasi-equilibrium as TID1CO2 and CTR1CO2.
We mention here that TID and CTR do not have equal global-mean diffusivity. To
cover this gap, we performed a third experiment with the standard configuration but
large background diffusivity (10−4 m2 s−1), equal to the TID global-mean diffusivity.
However, we do not discuss in our study this additional experiment, because it pro-
duces unrealistically high global-mean near-surface air temperature (SAT) in its quasi-
equilibrium state, equal to 17.5 ◦C. For comparison, the observed global-mean SAT
for the commonly used base period of 1951-1980 is estimated to be 14 ◦C2. The other
two experiments have realistic global-mean SAT: 13.9 ◦C for CTR1CO2 and 14.4 ◦C for
2IPCC 1995, also http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/WorldOfChange/decadaltemp.php
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TID1CO2.
After the spin-up runs, we increase the CO2 concentration by 1% per year until CO2
doubling (556 ppmv) in 70 years. After year 70, we keep CO2 constant to 556 ppmv for
another 430 years. In total, the entire period of increased CO2 forcing lasts 500 years.
We refer to the first 100 years as the ‘transient’ period, and the next 400 years as the
‘post-transient’ period. The choose the term post-transient phase for the last 400-years
for two reasons: first, we avoid to call it also transient, because this term is commonly
used in literature to characterize the time period during the CO2 increase, but not the
period after CO2 stabilization. Second, because the climate is not in quasi-equilibrium
yet, but it is still drifting, so it is still in a kind of “transient” mode. For the latter
reason, during the whole 500-year period, for each setup we take ensemble-means of
three runs, so as to minimize natural variability.
In Section 3.4, we discuss the tidal-mixing induced changes in the transient climate
response. ‘Response’ is defined as the difference between the post-transient and quasi-
equilibrium experiments. Post-transient experiments are time-means of the last 100
years of the post-transient phase (we refer to post-transient experiments as ‘EXP2CO2’).
We also discuss the first 10 and last 10 years of the transient period in Section 3.6. We
refer to the experiments at these periods as ‘EXPTRANS1’ and ‘EXPTRANS2’ (where
EXP is either TID or CTR).
Also, for easy reference, a graphical overview of the experiments performed in this
study is shown in Fig. 3.2 and the experiments are summarized in Table 3.1.
EXPS 1×CO2 TRANS1 TRANS2 2×CO2
Years -200− 0 0− 10 90− 100 400− 500
Table 3.1: Time-periods of the experiments considered in our study. Year zero is the year of initial-
ization of the CO2 increase, negative numbers indicate years from the spin-up integrations.
3.3 Quasi-equilibrium climate produced by the coupled
ECHAM5/MPIOM model with the tidal mixing
In this Section we discuss the large-scale characteristics of the quasi-equilibrium cli-
mates of TID and CTR. We focus particularly on the mass and heat meridional trans-
ports, on the temperature and salinity distributions in the ocean, as well as on the
sea-ice conditions and the near-surface temperatures.
3.3.1 Meridional mass transports
We discuss the quasi-equilibrium mass transports, expressed in the form of the zonally
integrated stream function (in Sv = 106 m3/s), in the two major basins and in the
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Figure 3.2: Graphical overview of the experiments performed in this study. Blue color is used for
marking the time period of the spin-up integration when quasi-equilibrium is reached (at 1CO2), the
light red color for marking the period of the transient climate (70-year long), and the red color for
marking the period after the transient climate (430-year long time period). The climate of the latter
time period is referred to as ‘post-transient’ for two reasons: first, in order to differentiate it from the
70-year period of CO2 increase, and second, because it is not in quasi-equilibrium yet. Year zero is the
year of the beginning of CO2 doubling. Four time periods are discussed in the text: The first period
is the last 200 years of the spin-up integrations, when the quasi-equilibrium at pre-industrial CO2 is
reached. Experiments at this period are being referred to as ‘EXP1CO2 ’ in the text. The second and
third periods are years 0 − 10 and 90 − 100. Experiments at these periods are named ‘EXPTRANS1’
and ‘EXPTRANS2’, respectively. The fourth period is years 400 − 500. Experiments here are named
‘EXP2CO2’. (‘EXP’ is either CTR or TID).
Global Ocean. Positive stream function values imply clockwise and negative values
counter-clockwise transports. The unit (Sv) is implying volume transport, however
we refer to is as mass transport, since volume and mass are linearly related with a
near-constant density.
Atlantic
In the Atlantic Ocean, the meridional overturning circulation produces two distinct
overturning cells. The upper cell is representative of the southward flow of the North
Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) formed in the North Atlantic. The lower cell charac-
terizes the northward flowing Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) that is formed in the
Southern Ocean. In CTR1CO2 the maximum NADW transport reaches 18.9 Sv (1 Sv
= 106 m3s−1) at 30◦ N and 1000 m depth, and it transports 16 Sv over the equator to
the Southern Hemisphere (SH) (Fig. 3.3, top panel). The maximum AABW transport
is 2.7 Sv at 6◦ N and 3600 m depth. In TID1CO2 the structure remains the same, but
both overturning cells have stronger transports, by 3.2 Sv (+17%) in the upper cell and
by 1.2 Sv (+44%) in the lower cell (Fig. 3.3, middle and bottom panels). Similar results
for the tidally induced changes in the Atlantic circulation were found in the uncoupled
MPIOM experiments in Chapter 2 (Exarchou et al., 2011).
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Indo-Pacific
In the Indo-Pacific Ocean of CTR1CO2 there are shallow overturning cells close to the
surface, and a deep overturning cell between 2500 and 5000 m depth (Fig. 3.4a). This
deep cell represents the northward transport of bottom water that is formed in the
Southern Ocean through deep convection. The maximum bottom water transport is
3.9 Sv at 30◦ S and 4000 m depth. Of these bottom water masses, 3 Sv are transported
northward to the equatorial regions. From these latter masses, 2 Sv upwell from bottom
to 3000 m depth, and another 1 Sv upwells from bottom to the surface. In TID1CO2 the
pattern is similar to CTR1CO2, but the transports are greatly enhanced, particularly
between 30◦ S and 30◦ N (Fig. 3.4, middle and bottom panels). The maximum stream
function value of TID1CO2 reaches 8.6 Sv (+120%) at 20◦ S and 3600 m depth, of which
5 Sv upwell from bottom to the surface. The same enhancement in the Indo-Pacific
mass transports was observed in the uncoupled experiments in Chapter 2 (Exarchou
et al., 2011).
CTR1CO2 underestimates the bottom water transports in the Indo-Pacific Ocean by
7 Sv or more compared to observations (Talley et al., 2003). The enhanced indo-pacific
bottom water transport in TID, therefore, represents an improvement in the model
solution, since it is significantly closer to the observations. Observational estimates
from Talley et al. yield 10 Sv of maximum bottom water transport occurring between
3000− 4000 m depth at 30◦ S in the Info-Pacific. Their estimate is only 2 Sv more than
the corresponding value in TID1CO2. Observations also estimate that 6 Sv of bottom
water upwell up to 1500 m depth. In the solution of TID1CO2 the respective number is
5 Sv. The Info-Pacific overturning circulation is, therefore, very sensitive to diapycnal
diffusivity; in addition, TID1CO2 improves the simulated circulation of the Info-Pacific
Ocean.
Similar findings have been reported in past studies: Saenko and Merryfield (2004)
implemented the same tidal mixing scheme as in our study in a coupled global GCM and
found that the Info-Pacific bottom water transport in their model was greatly enhanced
with the tidal scheme, but practically non-existent without it. Furue and Masahiro
(2005) used a vertically varying and horizontally homogeneous diffusivity in an idealized
model and found that the deep Info-Pacific circulation was maintained by the Info-
Pacific mid-depth diffusivity. When the latter was reduced to a background value,
the effect was global: the Info-Pacific circulation of their model was greatly reduced,
as well as the NADW and AABW production. Since the scope of our study is to
examine the role of tidal mixing not in the quasi-equilibrium but in the transient climate
after CO2 doubling, our interest focuses on whether the runs are able to reproduce
realistic meridional mass transports for Info-Pacific and Atlantic. We find that both
runs manage to reproduce sufficiently realistic transports, within the uncertainties of
observational estimates (Talley et al., 2003), and consistent with other studies and with
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the uncoupled experiments of Chapter 2 (Exarchou et al., 2011).
Global
The combined effects of the circulation patterns in both Atlantic and Info-Pacific appear
in the global overturning circulation (Fig. 3.5). Two distinct overturning cells, the upper
one being confined above 3000 m depth and the lower one below 3000 m, represent,
respectively, the transport of water masses of North Atlantic and Antarctic origin. As
it is the case in the Atlantic and the Info-Pacific, TID1CO2 has significantly stronger
transport in the World Ocean than CTR1CO2, by 3.7 Sv (+21%) in the upper cell at
24◦ N and by 6 Sv (+78%) in the lower cell at 35◦ S. The differences in the lower cell,
as also seen in Atlantic and Info-Pacific, are much more pronounced than the upper
cell differences. This means that TID1CO2 is much more efficient in producing and
transporting AABW.
The connection between enhanced diffusivity and enhanced bottom water transports,
has been predicted from theoretical arguments and tested in past modeling studies. Ka-
menkovich and Goodman (2000) found, using theoretical arguments, that the AABW
transport intensifies with increasing diffusivity (assumed to be spatially constant) be-
cause of the increase in the meridional density gradient, which drives the flow. At low
latitudes, enhanced diapycnal mixing leads to more heat being diffused at large depth,
creating lighter water, which then upwells. The upwelling at low latitudes is balanced
by enhanced AABW transport. Ito and Marshall (2008) developed a theoretical model
based on residual-mean theory and found that the strength of the bottom overturning
is proportional to the square root of the diapycnal diffusivity, and the mesoscale eddy
transfer. The authors further support their arguments using an idealized OGCM.
Previous studies (Park, 1999; Thorpe et al., 2001) suggest that, in a geostrophic
flow, there is a linear relation between zonal and meridional pressure gradients, im-
plying that there is relationship between the meridional pressure gradient and the
overturning strength. The differences in bottom water transports in our experiments
can be then explained by different meridional pressure gradients. The latter, through
the hydrostatic balance, can be expressed by the depth integrated meridional density
gradients, between low and high latitudes. The meridional density gradient, in turn,





where ∆ρ is the zonally-averaged density difference between two latitude bands, ρ0 is a
reference density, and z1 and z2 are two depth levels. Calculating the steric height, inte-
grated between the depth levels 3000 and 5500 m (where the bottom water of Antarctic
origin is being transported), and ∆ρ is calculated as the difference between zonally aver-
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aged density at the equator and at 40− 80◦ S, yields hCTR = 2.09 m and hTID = 2.98 m
(+42% compared to CTR1CO2). So, even though TID1CO2 is overall less dense than
CTR1CO2 (Fig. 3.6), its steric height, hence its meridional density gradient, is stronger
than in CTR, leading to stronger bottom circulation.
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Figure 3.3: Atlantic meridional overturning stream function in Sv for TID1CO2 (top), CTR1CO2
(middle), and their difference (bottom). (Contour interval in top two plots: 1 Sv for negative and 2 Sv
for positive values. In bottom plot: 0.5 Sv).
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Figure 3.4: Indo-pacific meridional overturning stream function in Sv for TID1CO2 (top), CTR1CO2




Figure 3.5: Global meridional overturning stream function in Sv for TID1CO2 (top), CTR1CO2
(middle), and their difference (bottom). (Contour interval in top two plots is 2 Sv, in bottom plot is
1 Sv).
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Figure 3.6: Zonal-mean density (potential density σ4, referenced at 4000 m depth) for the SH, for




3.3.2 Meridional heat transports
The differences in heat transports between CTR and TID (bottom panel of Fig. 3.7) are
consistent with the changes in their meridional mass transports. The mass transports
are enhanced in all basins in TID1CO2, transporting therefore more heat in the ocean.
The difference between TID1CO2 and CTR1CO2 in Fig. 3.7 shows that the enhancement
of heat transports in TID1CO2 is more pronounced in the northern World Ocean (am-
plitude is larger by 0.1 PW compared to CTR1CO2) rather than in the southern World
Ocean (amplitude is larger by 0.07 PW compared to CTR1CO2). The reason is that
in the North Hemisphere (NH), there is hardly any difference between the two runs
in the NH Pacific, implying that the differences arise from the NH Atlantic only. In
the SH, on the other hand, the amplitudes of heat transports in both Southern Pacific
and Southern Atlantic increase in TID1CO2. But, the heat transports in the Southern
Atlantic are always positive (northward), hence, opposing the negative (southward)
Southern Pacific heat transports. The combination of both opposing transports is that
the Southern Pacific changes dominate over the Southern Atlantic changes, hence the
amplitude of the total heat transport in the SH of TID still increases, but much less
compared to the NH.
3.3.3 Temperature and salinity distributions
Temperature
Fig. 3.8 shows the zonal-mean temperature distributions for the World Ocean, as well
as the distribution for the Atlantic, Pacific and Southern Ocean. Both TID1CO2 and
CTR1CO2 have stratified temperature fields, with warm upper ocean at low latitudes
that gets colder with depth and at higher latitudes.
At the deep ocean, TID1CO2 is both more stratified and warmer than CTR1CO2 in
all basins. The largest warming occurs in North Atlantic around 3500 m depth, where
TID1CO2 is warmer than CTR1CO2 by up to 1.6◦ C. Larger temperature stratification
in TID seems counter-intuitive, since tidal mixing is expected to minimize temperature
gradients rather than to enhance them. Warmer deep ocean in TID, on the other hand,
can be seen as a direct consequence of tidal mixing: enhanced diffusivity due to tidal
mixing leads to more diffusion of heat at large depths.
At the upper ocean there is not much difference between TID and CTR temperatures,
with few exceptions at the tropical upper Pacific and subtropical Atlantic, where TID
is warmer. Moreover, in regions poleward of 60◦ N, which is the Arctic Ocean, TID is
colder than CTR by up to 0.4◦ C.
The ocean temperature bias, defined as the departure from its initial climatology
(Levitus et al., 1998), in CTR is almost everywhere positive in the global ocean (not
shown), meaning that CTR is warmer than observations. TID, which is warmer than
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CTR, has therefore even larger positive temperature bias. In the uncoupled model
(Chapter 2) the biases were different; in the uncoupled control experiment (equivalent
to CTR here) there were too warm water masses in the upper ocean and too cold in the
lower ocean. Tidal mixing in the uncoupled simulations modified that bias by having
warmer ocean at 1000 m (increasing the bias) as well as in the deep ocean (reducing
the bias).
Salinity
Fig. 3.9 shows, in a similar manner as above, the zonal-mean salinity distributions.
At the deep ocean in the global zonal-mean, TID is fresher. In combination with
TID being warmer, we can infer that TID, in the deep World Ocean, is less dense (also
seen in the zonal-mean density plot in Fig. 3.6). In the NH Atlantic TID is more saline
than CTR from surface to bottom everywhere northward of 30◦ N.
At the upper ocean, TID is more saline than CTR, at tropical-subtropical regions,
probably because there is more evaporation than in CTR, as seen also from the warmer
ocean temperature at these regions in Fig. 3.8.
The salinity bias in the global ocean of CTR (not shown) is mostly positive (more
saline than climatology) with few exceptions in the upper ocean and in the high lati-
tudes, where the bias is negative (fresher than climatology). TID, being fresher than
CTR in high latitudes, has larger (negative) bias at these regions. TID is also fresher at
mid-latitudes between 1500 and 3000 m, therefore it has smaller (positive) bias there.
Overall, the relative differences between TID and CTR in salinity are quite small, hence
not affecting significantly the bias.
3.3.4 Sea ice
We now describe changes in sea ice between TID1CO2 and CTR1CO2, by discussing
summer sea-ice extent and winter sea-ice thickness (Fig. 3.10 and 3.11, respectively).
The simulated sea-ice conditions in the quasi-equilibrium climates are quite different.
TID1CO2 has significantly less sea ice in both polar regions. In more detail, in the NH
summer, TID1CO2 has smaller sea-ice area in the Barents Sea, Baffin Bay at the west
coast of Greenland, and along the Arctic coasts. In the SH summer, sea-ice area in
TID1CO2 is smaller everywhere around Antarctica, but mostly in the Weddell and Ross
Seas.
In winter, sea ice in TID1CO2 is thinner almost everywhere in both polar region
compared to CTR1CO2. In the NH winter, TID1CO2 has smaller thickness by about
0.4 m (−20%) in Labrador Sea, Barents Sea, Bering Sea and at the Arctic coasts. In
the SH winter, the thickness is smaller by 0.6− 0.8 m (∼ 25%) in the Weddel Sea and
by 0.2− 0.4 m (∼ 20%) in the rest of the regions surrounding Antarctica.
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Smaller sea-ice area and thickness in TID1CO2 are possibly associated with the larger
meridional heat transports in the World Ocean (Fig. 3.7), which in turn are associated
with the stronger meridional mass transports compared to CTR1CO2 (Section 3.3.1).
3.3.5 Near-surface air temperature
We describe here the near-surface air temperature (defined as the temperature at 2 m
above sea level, abbreviated as SAT) in the quasi-equilibrium climates. In Fig. 3.12
the SAT are plotted for both experiments. It is apparent that TID1CO2 is warmer
almost everywhere compared to CTR1CO2. The differences are in most of the regions
quite small (below 1◦ C), with some notable exceptions: both polar regions, particularly
in Barents Sea and Weddell Sea, Labrador Sea and the North-West Atlantic close to
40◦ N, are much warmer in TID1CO2. The largest difference occurs in Weddell Sea,
where TID1CO2 is 5.6◦ C (+58%) warmer than CTR1CO2. Smaller differences are in
Barents Sea (TID1CO2 is 2.41◦ C, or 33%, warmer than in CTR1CO2), and in Labrador
Sea and in the North-West Atlantic (TID1CO2 is 16% warmer than CTR1CO2).
The temperature differences between TID and CTR in the polar regions are associ-
ated with the different sea-ice conditions of the two experiments through the sea-ice
albedo feedback mechanism: an initial warming causes sea-ice melting, which in turn
enhances the atmospheric warming by reduced albedo, and by larger upward sensible
and latent heat fluxes from ocean to the atmosphere (Fig. 3.13). The latter is due to
larger open ocean area, that is not being covered by insulating sea ice.
The temperature differences in the mid-latitudes of North Atlantic are related to
latent and sensible heat fluxes changes, which in turn are associated with differences
in wind stress between the two experiments (not shown). More particular, the wind
stress magnitude is larger in TID than in CTR over 30◦- 60◦ N in the Atlantic Ocean.
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Figure 3.7: Meridional heat transports (PW) for the World Ocean (blue), Atlantic (green) and
Pacific (red), for CTR1CO2 (top) and for the difference TID1CO2-CTR1CO2 (below).
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Figure 3.8: Zonal-mean ocean temperature (in ◦C), for (from top to bottom row): World Ocean, At-
lantic, Pacific, and Southern Ocean. Left is TID1CO2, middle is CTR1CO2, and right is their difference:
TID1CO2 minus CTR1CO2.
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Figure 3.9: Zonal-mean ocean salinity (in psu), for (from top to bottom row): World Ocean, Atlantic,




Figure 3.10: Summer sea-ice area (in grid cell fraction) defined as September for NH (shown in left
column) and as March for SH (shown in right column) in TID1CO2 (top), CTR1CO2 (middle), and the
difference TID1CO2-CTR1CO2 (bottom).
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Figure 3.11: Winter sea-ice thickness (in m) defined as March for NH (shown in left column) and as




Figure 3.12: Surface air temperature (in ◦C, defined as the temperature at 2 m above the sea surface)
for TID1CO2 (top), CTR1CO2 (middle), and the difference TID1CO2-CTR1CO2 (bottom).
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Figure 3.13: Net surface heat fluxes (positive heat fluxes are downward) for the difference TID1CO2
minus CTR1CO2 (in W/m
2), for total (top) and latent plus sensible (bottom) heat fluxes. Negative
difference means that TID1CO2 has larger surface fluxes to the atmosphere (or smaller fluxes to the
ocean).
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3.4 Tidal-mixing induced changes in climate response
We discuss how much the climate response to CO2 doubling, described by changes in
global-mean SAT and sea ice conditions, is modified when tidal mixing is implemented.
We discuss changes in the ocean, like the meridional mass and heat transports, as well as
the ocean temperature and heat content changes. We also discuss what are the physical
mechanisms responsible for the changes in the response. Our approach is, as we already
described in Section 3.2, to increase CO2 by 1% year−1 until CO2 doubling (year 70),
and then we keep CO2 constant for another 430 years. Here we define ‘response’ as
the difference RES‘EXP’ =‘EXP’2CO2−‘EXP’1CO2, where ‘EXP’2CO2 is the time-mean
of the last 100 years of the post-transient climate and ‘EXP’1CO2 is the time-mean of
the last 200 years of the spin-up integrations (’EXP’ is either CTR or TID, see also Fig.
3.2). In order to isolate the impact of tidal mixing on the post-transient climate, we
also discuss the differences RESTID−RESCTR. All differences are ensemble means of
three runs for each experimental set-up, each run starting from slightly different initial
conditions, in order to eliminate the natural variability of the climatic states that are
far from quasi-equilibrium.
3.4.1 Meridional mass transports
We discuss the response in the mass transports, expressed in the form of the zonally
integrated stream function, in the Atlantic, the Info-Pacific and the World Ocean. Pos-
itive stream function values imply clockwise and negative counter-clockwise transports.
During the transient phase, the overturning circulation decreases rapidly and continues
decreasing for a long time during the post-transient phase (not shown). The overturn-
ing circulation starts to recover at about year 140 after initialization of CO2 doubling,
but full recovery does not take place until the end of the 500-year long simulation. The
response is calculated at the last stage of the post-transient climate, so the circulation
is still weaker than in the quasi-equilibrium climate.
Atlantic
The CTR response in the Atlantic circulation is shown in Fig. 3.14. There is an overall
decrease in transports in both upper and lower cells (the stream function is positive in
the upper and negative in the lower cell in quasi-equilibrium). The response is 4.57 Sv
in the upper and 2.25 Sv in the lower cell. Even though the reduction in the lower cell
transport seems to be very drastic, the bottom ocean does not become stagnant; the
bottom circulation becomes very weak, but there is still some transport (∼ 1 Sv).
The weakening of the Atlantic circulation as a response to CO2 increase is a well
known effect and has been reproduced in many modeling studies (e.g. Manabe et al.,
1991; Manabe and Stouffer, 1993; Rahmstorf and Ganopolski, 1999), also in the IPCC
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framework studies (Fig. 3.1). The weakening of the circulation is caused by weakening
of the meridional density gradient due to a reduction in deep water formation. The
deep water formation is inhibited because of a weakening of convection, caused by
the increase in buoyancy of surface waters in high latitudes, at deep water formation
regions, because of increased surface freshwater and heat fluxes to the ocean (Dixon
et al., 1999; Mikolajewitcz and Voss, 2000).
In the response of the circulation (Fig. 3.14) even though there is a reduction every-
where, there is one region where there is an enhancement in the circulation of up to 1
Sv: the northern high latitudes (north of 60◦). This is a quite common feature among
models (Wiebe and Weaver, 1999; Holland and Bitz, 2003; Hu et al., 2004; Bitz et al.,
2006). It has been attributed to an intrusion of increased salty North Atlantic water
into the Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean, that makes denser the upper water column,
which then leads to increasing convective activity in the region. Therefore, the weak-
ening in convection that slows down the overall Atlantic circulation takes place south
of 60◦ N, whereas poleward of 60◦ N, the convection, hence the circulation, increase.
The differences in the response due to tidal mixing is shown at the bottom panel of
Fig. 3.14. The magnitude of the response in the upper cell increases by 1.2 Sv and in
the lower cell by 0.9 Sv. Hence, tidal mixing causes a stronger reduction in the Atlantic
circulation in both cells, upper and lower. At the northern high latitudes, TID has a
stronger response at the latitudes of the Nordic Seas, and weaker response in the Arctic
Ocean. The TID circulation, therefore, increases more than CTR in the Nordic Seas,
but increases less than CTR in the Arctic Ocean.
Info-Pacific
The response in the CTR Info-Pacific circulation is mostly positive (Fig. 3.15). In quasi-
equilibrium, the Info-pacific stream function is negative in deep and bottom ocean, im-
plying a counter-clockwise transport. Positive response means that Info-pacific stream
function is reduced, or even reverses its sign from negative to positive, hence becoming
clockwise. What is happening in fact is a combination of both, so the stream function
both reduces and changes sign at some depths.
RESTID is stronger by up to 3 Sv than RESCTR (bottom panel of Fig. 3.15) below
1500 m, but it is weaker above 1500 m and at the SH. Tidal mixing, therefore, as is also
the case in the Atlantic Ocean, causes a stronger reduction in the deep and bottom
indo-pacific circulation.
Global
The CTR response in the World Ocean is shown in Fig. 3.16. The signs of the stream
function at 1×CO2 (Fig. 3.5) imply that, at 1×CO2, there are two main cells separated
at around 3000 m depth, representing water of Atlantic origin circulating clockwise at
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the upper cell, and of Antarctic origin circulating counter-clockwise at the lower cell.
At 2×CO2, both cells generally are weakened.
The reduction in the overturning in the World Ocean, as it is also the case in Atlantic
and Info-Pacific, is stronger in TID. The difference in the responses due to tidal mixing
is 1.2 Sv in the upper cell (response of TID is 32% larger than CTR) and 4.5 Sv in the
lower cell (response of TID is 53% larger than CTR, bottom panel of Fig. 3.16).
Despite the overall decrease in the global overturning circulation, there is a one region
where the overturning circulation actually increases: between 45◦− 70◦ S, at the upper
cell. This increase is evident in both experiments, but from the difference plot (bottom
panel of Fig. 3.16) we can infer that the increase of the Deacon cell is stronger in TID
than in CTR. The increase of the Deacon cell is associated with increase of the zonal
wind stress over this region, and in TID the wind stress increase is stronger than in
CTR (Fig. 3.17).
Therefore, the overall picture is that the tidal mixing significantly alters the response
in the global circulation: it increases the reduction in the meridional transports in both
upper and lower cells, and particularly in the deep ocean, where tidal mixing is stronger.
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Figure 3.14: Response of meridional overturning stream function in the Atlantic Ocean (in Sv),
where response is defined as ‘EXP2CO2’−‘EXP1CO2’, for TID (top), CTR (middle) and the differences
between responses of TID and CTR (bottom). (Contour interval for the top and middle plots: 1 Sv.
For the bottom plot: 0.5 Sv). A Student’s t-test is performed on time series of TIDRES and CTRRES
during the last 100 years of the post-transient phase, to test the null hypothesis that the means of the
responses are equal. Shaded grid points at the bottom plot are points where the null hypothesis is not
rejected, at a 95% significance level.
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Figure 3.15: Response of meridional overturning stream function in the Indo-Pacific Ocean (in Sv),
where response is defined as ‘EXP2CO2’−‘EXP1CO2’, for TID (top), CTR (middle) and the differences
between responses of TID and CTR (bottom). (Contour interval for the top and middle plots: 1 Sv.
For the bottom plot: 0.5 Sv). A Student’s t-test is performed on time series of TIDRES and CTRRES
during the last 100 years of the post-transient phase, to test the null hypothesis that the means of the
responses are equal. Shaded grid points at the bottom plot are points where the null hypothesis is not
rejected, at a 95% significance level.
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Figure 3.16: Response of meridional overturning stream function in the World Ocean (in Sv), where
response is defined as ‘EXP2CO2’−‘EXP1CO2’, for TID (top), CTR (middle) and the differences between
responses of TID and CTR (bottom). (Contour interval for the top and middle plots: 2 Sv. For the
bottom plot: 1 Sv). A Student’s t-test is performed on time series of TIDRES and CTRRES during the
last 100 years of the post-transient phase, to test the null hypothesis that the means of the responses
are equal. Shaded grid points at the bottom plot are points where the null hypothesis is not rejected,
at a 95% significance level.
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Figure 3.17: Zonal wind stress (in Pa), zonally averaged over the global ocean, for 1×CO2 (left) and
for the responses and differences between the responses (right). A Student’s t-test is performed on the
time series of RESTID and RESCTR, to test whether the difference RESTID-RESCTR is significant. In
all but one (starred) point the difference is significant, at a 95% significance level.
3.4.2 Meridional heat transports
Fig. 3.18 shows the response in the meridional heat transports. In general, the heat
transports decrease in the 2×CO2 climate in both experiments, as a result of the
decreasing ocean mass transports, with few exceptions which we discuss below.
We performed a Student’s t-test to examine whether the CTR response in heat
transports is significantly different than the TID response. The null hypothesis, that
means of the responses are equal, is rejected at a 95% significance level.
Negative (positive) response in the NH global ocean heat transports implies decrease
(increase) in the northward heat transports. In the SH it means the opposite. Therefore,
the CTR heat transports decrease everywhere, except for the tropics (15◦ S−10◦ N) and
the northern high latitudes (poleward of 60◦ N). The latter feature is direct consequence
of the increase in the circulation at these latitudes, as already discussed in Section
3.4.1. There is a strong hemispheric asymmetry in CTR response: the maximum NH
response is 0.07 PW and maximum SH response is 0.18 PW (0.11 PW difference, and
the SH maximum response is 150% larger than the NH one). Therefore, we discuss
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hereon separately the responses in heat transports for NH and SH, and also identify
what changes occur in the different ocean basin.
The NH global heat transport in CTR reduces at sub-tropical and mid-latitudes,
reaching a maximum reduction of 0.07 PW at 30◦ N. This reduction is mainly due to
changes in Atlantic transports (0.05 PW), rather than in Pacific (0.02 PW). The global
heat transport increases at tropical and high-latitudes, by 0.05 PW and 0.025 PW,
respectively. The increase in the tropical heat transports is entirely due to changes in
Pacific, probably being related to wind stress increase in the tropical Pacific (Fig. 3.19).
Even though the changes in wind stress seam to be small, they appear to be significant,
as shown with a Student’s t-test. The tropical Atlantic heat transports are decreasing,
hence they are opposite to those in tropical Pacific. The increase in high-latitude global
transports, that reach up to 0.25 PW at 65◦ N, is due to a North Atlantic increase in
circulation, as we discussed above.
In the SH of CTR, the heat transport increases by 0.08 PW northward of 15◦ S,
whereas it decreases by up to 0.18 PW poleward of this latitude. Responsible for
the SH response are mainly changes in the Pacific Ocean. In the SH tropical Pacific
there is, as also in the northern tropical Pacific, an increase in the heat transports,
probably related to wind stress changes (Fig. 3.19). The decrease in the pacific heat
transports poleward of 15◦ S is significantly larger (by about 150%) than the decrease
in the Atlantic transports, hence creating the large hemispheric asymmetry.
Tidal mixing has opposite effect in the responses in NH and SH: the reduction in
heat transports in TID is mostly stronger in the NH compared to CTR, but weaker
in the SH. The hemispheric asymmetry, therefore, is largely reduced in TID: difference
between NH and SH maximum responses in TID is 0.05 PW (the SH maximum response
is 50% larger than the NH one).
In the NH Pacific Ocean, TID response is identical to the one of CTR. This is
probably because the NH Pacific is almost stagnant below 1000 m depth at the 1×CO2
climate, and does not really change at the 2×CO2 climate (Fig. 3.15). In the NH
Atlantic Ocean, TID has a larger reduction in the heat transport: 0.1 PW, which is
0.03 PW larger than the CTR reduction. A larger reduction in Atlantic heat transport
is clearly due to a larger Atlantic MOC reduction in TID (Fig. 3.14).
Concerning the SH reduction in heat transports poleward than 15◦ S, TID has a
mixed impact: the decrease in TID between 15◦ − 50◦ S is weaker, and between 50◦ −
70◦ S stronger than in CTR. The latter difference is related to the larger strengthening
of the TID Deacon cell of the global stream function in the 2×CO2 climate, that
we mentioned in the Section 3.4.1 (Fig. 3.16). The Deacon cell is associated with
northward (positive) heat transport, therefore, its larger strengthening in TID implies
even stronger northward (positive) heat transport, thus reducing more the amplitude of
the southward (negative) heat transport. In the latitude band 15◦−50◦ S, both Atlantic
and Pacific basins are contributing to the reduced TID response in the heat transports.
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In Atlantic, the heat transport at the SH between 10◦ − 30◦ S is even increasing in the
CTR.
The overall effect of tidal mixing on the heat transports is that it leads to a stronger
reduction in heat transports in the NH (about 42% more than in CTR) and between
50◦ − 70◦ S (∼ 50% more than in CTR), but to a weaker reduction in heat transports
in the SH between 15◦ − 50◦ S (∼ 16% less than in CTR). The stronger reduction in
the subpolar SH latitudes in TID results from stronger increase of zonal wind stress
over these latitudes in the experiment with tidal mixing.
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Figure 3.18: Responses in meridional heat transport (in PW) and differences of the responses, for
the Global (top), Pacific (middle) and Atlantic (bottom) Ocean.
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Figure 3.19: Zonal wind stress (in Pa), zonally averaged over Pacific, for TID (left) and CTR
(right). A Student’s t-test is performed on the time series of EXP1CO2 and EXP2CO2 (EXP is TID
or CTR), to test whether the difference EXP2CO2-EXP1CO2 is significant. Starred points in the lines
EXP2CO2-EXP1CO2 are points where the difference is not significant, at a 95% significance level.
3.4.3 Sea ice
We discuss the changes in the sea ice as a result of CO2 forcing. As in the previous
section with the description of sea ice at 1×CO2, we describe summer sea-ice extent
and winter sea-ice thickness.
Fig. 3.20 shows the response in summer sea-ice area in both hemispheres and the
differences between the responses. The NH summer sea ice (NH summer is September
here), disappears completely in CTR. This is not the case for SH summer sea ice (SH
summer is March here), where there is still some sea ice at the Weddell and Ross
Seas. Fig. 3.21 shows the response in late-winter sea-ice thickness (we define late-
winter as March in NH and September in SH). As in most modeling studies in IPCC
framework, CTR experiences a larger late-winter sea ice melt in the NH than in the
SH. In the NH sea-ice thickness decreases by more than 2 m, in the SH the decrease is
only 0.5 − 1 m. The strong asymmetric response between NH and SH is attributed to
the largest reduction of heat loss from ocean to the atmosphere (equivalent to net heat
uptake) in the Southern Ocean, due to reduced vertical mixing in the ocean (Gregory,
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2000).
Tidal mixing leads to both weaker summer sea-ice area loss, and less late-winter
sea-ice melting. TID, like CTR, becomes sea-ice free in the summer. If changes in the
sea-ice responses are DIFFRES = TID2CO2−TID1CO2−(CTR2CO2−CTR1CO2), these
are equal to DIFFRES = TID2CO2−CTR2CO2−(TID1CO2−CTR1CO2). When TID2CO2
and CTR2CO2 become sea-ice free, then TID2CO2−CTR2CO2 = 0, hence DIFFRES =
TID1CO2−CTR1CO2, or that the difference between the two responses (bottom panel of
Fig. 3.20) are identical to the differences between their equilibrium NH summer sea-ice
area (Fig. 3.10). Which means that all the additional summer sea ice that CTR1CO2 has
compared to TID1CO2 is lost at the warming climate. Similar conclusion can be derived
also for the late-winter sea ice: the differences in the responses in thickness (bottom
panel of Fig. 3.21) are very similar to the differences in equilibrium late-winter sea ice
(bottom panel of Fig. 3.11). Therefore, CTR loses all the extra late-winter sea ice it
has in equilibrium compared to TID experiment, and at the end of the post-transient
phase, CTR and TID sea-ice conditions are almost identical. The reasons for the weaker
sea-ice loss in TID are related to its different near-surface temperature responses, as
we will see in the coming section.
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Figure 3.20: Responses in summer sea ice area (in grid cell fraction) defined as September for NH
(shown in left column) and as March for SH (shown in right column) for RESTID (top), RESCTR
(middle), and their difference (bottom). Positive difference at the bottom panel means that TID2CO2
has less sea ice area loss than CTR2CO2. A Student’s t-test is performed on time series of TIDRES
and CTRRES during the last 100 years of the post-transient phase, to test the null hypothesis that the
means of the responses are equal. The dotted grid points at the bottom plot are points where the null
hypothesis is not rejected, at a 95% significance level.
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Figure 3.21: Responses in winter sea ice thickness (in m) defined as March for NH (shown in left
column) and as September for SH (shown in right column) for RESTID (top), RESCTR (middle), and
their difference (bottom). Positive difference at the bottom panel means that TID2CO2 has smaller
sea ice thickness reduction than CTR2CO2. A Student’s t-test is performed on time series of TIDRES
and CTRRES during the last 100 years of the post-transient phase, to test the null hypothesis that the
means of the responses are equal. The dotted grid points at the bottom plot are points where the null
hypothesis is not rejected, at a 95% significance level.
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3.4.4 Near-surface air temperature
Here, we discuss the surface air temperature (SAT, 2 m air temperature) response to
2×CO2 forcing.
The global-mean SAT response in CTR is 3.91 ◦C. The spatial patterns of the warm-
ing are shown in Fig. 3.22. CTR warms more in the polar regions than the middle
and low latitudes, a feature commonly referred to as ‘polar amplification’. This effect
is due to a positive feedback between warming and retreat of sea ice, that lowers the
albedo, which amplifies the initial warming, hence the name ‘polar amplification’. It
is very common among models and it is being reproduced in almost all climate model
simulations (Holland and Bitz, 2003).
In TID the SAT response is everywhere smaller, its global-mean being 3.56 ◦C, which
is 8.9% smaller than CTR. The difference plot (bottom panel of Fig. 3.22) reveals
the changes between the responses. The differences in responses is similar to the
changes between CTR1CO2 and TID1CO2 in quasi-equilibrium (Fig. 3.12), in both mag-
nitudes and spatial patterns. Therefore, if the differences in the quasi-equilibrium
climates are A=TID1CO2−CTR1CO2, and the differences in the post-transient climate
are B=TID2CO2−CTR2CO2, the spatial patterns of A are absent in B, so they do not
cancel out in the response difference B−A.
It is interesting that the polar amplification in TID2CO2−TID1CO2 is weaker than in
CTR2CO2−CTR1CO2. At the SAT responses normalized with the global-mean response
(Fig. 3.23), we can see in more detail the differences in polar amplification between TID
and CTR: in CTR the maximum normalized SAT for the NH is 3.06, and for the SH
is 2.31. These numbers mean that in CTR the (maximum) NH polar warming is 3.06
times the CTR global-mean warming, and the (maximum) SH polar warming is 2.31
times the CTR global-mean warming. For TID2CO2 the respective numbers are 2.77 K
(9% less than in CTR) and 1.93 ◦C (17% less than in CTR). The polar response in TID,
therefore, is clearly weaker. The weaker polar SAT response in TID is associated with
its weaker sea-ice loss (Section 3.4.3). According to the polar amplification mechanism,
an initial polar warming triggers the sea-ice albedo feedback, which melts the sea ice
and hence reduces albedo, which in turn causes even more warming. In TID2CO2 the
overall temperature response is weaker compared to CTR2CO2, which in turn initiates
a weaker sea-ice albedo feedback, that on one hand results in weaker sea ice loss, on
the other hand results in weaker polar amplification.
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Figure 3.22: Response in surface air temperature (in ◦C, defined as the temperature at 2 m above
the sea surface) for TID2CO2 (top), CTR2CO2 (middle), and their difference (bottom). The statistical
significance of the results is tested with a Student’s t-test, with the null hypothesis that the means of
the responses in CTR and TID are equal. In almost all points the null hypothesis was rejected at 95%
significance level.
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Figure 3.23: Response in surface air temperature, normalized by the global-mean SAT response
(unit is ratio) for TID2CO2 (top) and CTR2CO2 (bottom).
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3.5 Role of ocean heat uptake for the reduction in
near-surface warming induced by tidal mixing
We discuss the ocean temperature response to 2×CO2 forcing in order to understand the
ocean heat uptake changes. The World Ocean has enormous heat capacity compared
to any other earth system component, and by taking up heat during the transient and
post-transient phase, the ocean can substantially delay surface climate change (Banks
and Gregory, 2006; Manabe et al., 1991; Raper et al., 2002). Bo´e et al. (2009) argue
that differences in deep ocean heat uptake among coupled models is one of the major
uncertainties in transient surface climate change projections. Therefore, modification
in deep ocean heat uptake due to tidal mixing, can provide the answer for the weaker
TID surface climate response.
3.5.1 Relation between the reduction in near-surface warming and the
changes in heat content
Ocean temperature
Fig. 3.24 shows response in the ocean potential temperature and the differences between
the responses for the World Ocean. The global oceans of both CTR and TID are getting
warmer with time, particularly in the upper 2000 m. Differences between the responses
show clearly that TID takes up more heat, hence becoming warmer, in the deep ocean
(below 3000 m depth), leaving thus the TID response in the upper 2000 m slightly
weaker than in CTR.
We further investigate how the temperature response is distributed among the dif-
ferent ocean basins, namely the Atlantic, Indo-Pacific and Southern Ocean (Fig. 3.25).
Two features are striking: first, above 3000 m depth, the Atlantic is the dominant basin
in heat uptake. This is in line with observations (Levitus et al., 2000), according to
which the upper 700 m of Atlantic warm much faster than the rest of the oceans. The
faster warming rate of Atlantic has been attributed to enhanced inter-ocean heat trans-
port from Indian to Atlantic through the Agulhas leakage due to a strengthening of
the wind stress curl over the SH Atlantic and Indian Ocean (Lee et al., 2011). This is
also the case in our experiments: the zonal wind stress is enhanced in the SH between
50◦ − 70◦ S, in both TID and CTR, and the increase in TID is stronger than the in-
crease in CTR (Fig. 3.17). The second striking feature is that, below 3000 m depth, the
Southern Ocean is the dominant basin in deep ocean warming. According to Gregory
(2000), the Southern Ocean is a dominant region for ocean heat uptake because there
is a large reduction in heat loss from the ocean to the atmosphere (equivalent to net
heat uptake) at the southern high latitudes, due to a reduction in isopycnal diffusion,
resulting from reduction in high-latitude convection.
Fig. 3.25 also shows the TID response and the difference between the responses in
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ocean temperature (top and bottom panel). The response in TID ocean temperature
is in all basins stronger (more warming) in the deep ocean and weaker (less warming)
in the upper ocean than that in CTR. The stronger TID deep ocean warming is more
pronounced in the Atlantic and Southern Ocean. Therefore, it is quite clear that the
deep ocean heat uptake increases with tidal mixing. This increase is responsible for the
TID weaker surface temperature response.
Ocean heat content
We can translate the temperature responses ∆T of the above plots into heat content





c∆T (x, y, z) dx dy dz, (3.2)
where c = 4.1× 106 J m−3 K−1 is the volumetric heat capacity, and ∫∫ dx dy indicates
the area integral at a given depth. Equation 3.2 estimates the heat content change
integrated between the depth levels z and −H and along longitude x and latitude
y. In Fig. 3.26 the heat content changes for the World Ocean are shown. The heat
content responses are distributed more evenly with depth compared to the temperature
responses, because of the large volume of the deep ocean. As we expected, the deep
ocean heat uptake in TID is more dominant than in CTR: in TID, the additional heat
is distributed between 1000 and 4500 m, whereas in CTR heat is distributed only up to
3000 m depth. The difference between the two experiments lies mainly below 2000 m
depth. The last 50-year time-mean heat content change, integrated from surface to
bottom is 7.99 × 1024 J for CTR and 9.05 × 1024 J for TID. The total heat content
change in TID is 13% larger than in CTR, and this can explain why TID has smaller
surface temperature response in the post-transient phase than CTR. Most of the heat
uptake in TID takes place in the deep ocean: it stores about 40% more heat below
2000 m depth than CTR (Table 3.2).
Fig. 3.27 shows the distribution of heat content change among the three major ocean
basins. In CTR heat content changes, even though the Atlantic has the largest and the
Indo-Pacific the smallest temperature response, the heat content responses are reversed:
Indo-Pacific stores most of the heat (about 50% of the total heat), while the other two
basins store significantly less (∼ 25% of the total heat for each basin) (see Table 3.2).
This is not surprising, since, according to Equation 3.2, the heat content change is
integrated along the dimensions of a basin, and Indo-Pacific is the largest ocean basin
of all.
In TID the total heat content change is stronger by 12−16% than CTR in all basins.
In the deep ocean (below 2 km depth), TID stores 34 − 54% more heat than CTR
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(Table 3.2). The largest difference between TID and CTR heat content change is in
the Atlantic Ocean.
Even though the heat content change in CTR and TID is largest in the Pacific,
due to its dimensions, the Atlantic and Southern Ocean have the largest heat content
change per unit area, as the horizontal map of vertical integration in heat content
change reveals (Fig. 3.28). This figure also shows that the basins where TID stores
more heat per surface unit compared to CTR, are the Atlantic and Southern Ocean.
Russell (2006) also found increased heat storage in Atlantic and Southern Ocean in
global warming simulations, which was caused by poleward intensification of westerly
winds, which in turn resulted in larger outcrop area of dense water around Antarctica.
In our experiments, even though there is a larger intensification of the SH westerly
winds in TID compared to CTR (Fig. 3.17), we did not find significant differences
in the outcropping areas of dense water between TID and CTR. In Section 3.6 we
investigate in detail the processes that are responsible for the deep ocean ocean heat
uptake.
∆Q (in 1024 J) GLOBAL ATLANTIC INDOPACIFIC SOUTHERN
TID Total 9.05 (+13%) 2.14 (+16%) 4.37 (+13%) 2.27 (+12%)
CTR Total 7.99 1.83 3.87 2.01
TID (below 2 km) 3.59 (+41%) 0.88 (+54%) 1.60 (+40%) 1.07 (+34%)
CTR (below 2 km) 2.53 0.57 1.14 0.80
Table 3.2: Heat content changes (in 1024 J, time-mean of the last 50 years of the post-transient
climate), from surface to bottom, and from 2000 m to bottom, using Eq. 3.2, for the World Ocean, and
for the Atlantic, Indo-Pacific and Southern Oceans. The numbers in the parenthesis give the percentage
difference compared to CTR.
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Figure 3.24: Hovmoeller type diagram for the response in global-mean ocean temperature (in ◦C)
for TID (top), CTR (middle) and their difference (bottom).
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Figure 3.25: Hovmoeller type diagram for the response in ocean temperature (in ◦C) for TID (top),
CTR (middle) and their difference (bottom), for the Atlantic (left), Indo-Pacific (middle) and Southern
Ocean (right).
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Figure 3.26: Hovmoeller type diagram for the response in ocean heat content change (in 1023 J) for
TID (top), CTR (middle) and their difference (bottom).
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Figure 3.27: As in Fig. 3.25 but for the response in ocean heat content (unit is 1023 J).
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c∆T (x, y, z)dz, (unit is 109 J m−2) for TID2CO2 (top), CTR2CO2 (middle), and
their difference (bottom).
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3.5.2 The role of surface heat fluxes changes
Russell (2006) used a kitchen metaphor to compare the ocean heat uptake and the
atmospheric warming: in a kitchen with a warming oven, the wider the oven door
opens, the warmer the kitchen will become, and the slower the oven will warm up. If
the kitchen is the World Ocean and the oven is the atmosphere, the more the ocean heat
uptake is (wider oven door opening), the slower the warming rate of the atmosphere
will be (slower warming up of the oven). The metric for how wide open is the kitchen
door in our experiments, is the heat fluxes at the sea surface.
The time series of the global-mean heat fluxes at the sea-surface are in Fig. 3.29
(positive is downward). The last 200-year time-mean before the beginning of the CO2
doubling the fluxes are close to zero (∼ 0.16 W/m2) implying that the simulations are
very close to equilibrium. When the forcing begins there is a rapid increase of fluxes
into the ocean, up to almost 2.5 W/m2, and then the fluxes start decreasing again. At
the last 100 years, the surface fluxes are 1.15 W/m2 in CTR and 1.30 W/m2 (+13%)
in TID.
If the kitchen-oven analogy works, integrating the fluxes over the 500-years time
period and over the entire ocean surface area would roughly equal the additional heat
stored in the ocean during that time period:
QOCEAN =
∫ ∫ ∫
Fluxes dx dy dt.
The difference between the values acquired for TID and CTR when applying the formula
above is 1.01× 1024 J. This value is roughly equal to the difference in total ocean heat
uptake between TID and CTR at the end of the 500-year period (1.06× 1024 J, Table
3.2). Therefore, tidal mixing opens wider the door to the deep ocean, which leads to
more heat removal from the warming atmosphere, thus slowing down the atmospheric
heating rate.
3.6 Quantifying processes responsible for changes in deep
ocean ocean heat uptake
In the previous section we argued that the weaker response in the experiment with tidal
mixing is caused by stronger deep ocean heat uptake. The total ocean heat uptake in
the World Ocean in TID is 13% larger than CTR. TID also stores more efficiently
heat in the deep ocean, leaving the TID upper ocean response weaker than in CTR.
We also showed that TID stores more efficiently heat in Atlantic and Southern Ocean.
The mechanism of how the difference in heat uptake occurs, remains to this point
unaddressed. To investigate this mechanism, we look into the vertical heat transports,
or the ways heat is transported in the vertical direction in the interior of the ocean.
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Figure 3.29: Time series of global mean surface ocean heat fluxes (in W/m2, 10-year running mean).
Positive means that fluxes go into the ocean.
Differences in the ocean heat uptake between TID and CTR lie into the different ways
heat is transported in the ocean during the transient climate change. According to
intuition the larger diffusion in TID could be responsible for the stronger, through
diffusion, transport of heat into the deep ocean. However, we show that the relation
between tidal mixing and deep ocean heat uptake is an indirect and counter-intuitive
one.
Numerous past studies examine in detail the vertical heat fluxes in global warming
experiments. Wiebe and Weaver (1999) found that the Gent-McWilliams scheme re-
duces the efficiency of ocean heat uptake in the transient climate change. In the study
of Gregory (2000) the dominant region for the heat uptake is the Southern Ocean (SO),
and it is the reduction in the SO isopycnal diffusion, resulting from reduced convec-
tion, that leads to reduction in ocean heat loss on the SO (net heat gain). Huang
et al. (2003b) found that the ocean heat content in the transient climate increases with
diapycnal diffusion of temperature. Huang et al. (2003a) examined the sensitivity of
the deep ocean heat uptake to sub-grid scale parameterizations. The main conclusion
is that the penetration of heat occurs mainly in high latitudes and that the deep ocean
heat uptake increases due to reduced convection and Gent-McWilliams mixing (reduced
cooling) in the NH and reduced Gent-McWilliams mixing (reduced cooling) in the SH.
Huang et al. (2003c) found out that the total ocean heat uptake is insensitive to the
diffusivity value used in Gent-McWilliams-Redi isopycnal diffusion scheme. There are
regional changes occurring, but they cancel out in the global mean fluxes. Dalan et al.
(2004) examined the sensitivity of transient climate to diapycnal diffusivity in a coupled
atmosphere-ocean intermediate complexity model. Experiments were performed with a
spatially constant diapycnal diffusivity that ranges from low to high values. The main
finding in tis study was that the ocean heat uptake increases with increasing diapycnal
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diffusivity. The increased ocean heat uptake was related not to diffusivity directly, but
to reduction of Gent-McWilliams and isopycnal diffusion fluxes. The magnitude of de-
crease of the latter fluxes were found to be proportional to their control values, which
in turn are associated with diffusivity through the thickness of the thermocline. Saenko
(2006) examined the sensitivity of transient climate to the same tidal mixing scheme
as in our study, in a idealized geometry ocean model coupled with an energy-moisture
balance atmospheric model. The deep ocean heat uptake was found to be larger in the
case of the relatively large, horizontally homogeneous diffusivity.
Our study of the ocean heat transports is complementary to the studies described
above. Its uniqueness lies on the fact that we use a far more realistic setting than
the studies above, almost all of which are using idealized settings, or lower hierarchy
models.
Four processes transport heat in the model: advection, diffusion, convection, and
advection due to mesoscale eddies. Advection is part of the model solution, the other
three processes are sub-grid scale, hence are parameterized. Convection is parameter-
ized using a convective adjustment scheme (Marsland et al., 2003); vertical diffusion is
parameterized following the PP scheme (Pacanowski and Philander, 1981); isopycnal
diffusion for tracers is parameterized following Griffies et al. (1998); isopycnal advection
due to sub-grid scale eddies follows the scheme of Gent and McWilliams (1990) (we
refer to is as GM scheme). Therefore, the balance is
∂T
∂t
= Advection + Diffusion + GM eddy advection + Convection, (3.3)
where the first term on the left hand side is the temperature tendency, that is balanced
by advection, diffusion, GM eddy advection, and convection.
To calculate the heat transports, we put additional diagnostics in the model that
diagnose in each time-step the temperature change due to each one of the four different
processes of Eq. 3.3. A verification that our diagnostics are correct is proved by the
fact that the sum of the time integrals of all the diagnostics over a time period is
equal to the total temperature difference ∆T in this period. These diagnostics are
in K s−1. To convert them into W m−2 (units of fluxes) we multiply them with the
volumetric heat capacity c (c = 4.1 × 106 J m−3 K−1) and we integrate them over
depth. For convenience, we diagnose the total (vertical plus horizontal) fluxes due to
diffusion, rather than having separately the isopycnal and diapycnal component. The
reason is that in the model it is calculated in the z-coordinate rather than in isopycnal
surfaces at each time step, therefore it would not be straightforward to convert the
vertical/horizontal in each time step to isopycnal/diapycnal. Therefore, in the coming
analysis, we compare total diffusion with total advection, as well as convection and GM
advection.
We have the diagnostics (hence the heat transports) for years 0−100 of the transient
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climates. We discuss the heat transports in the first 10-year period of the transient
climate (named ‘TRANS1’, look also Fig. 3.2), and the difference between the trans-
ports of the last 10-years of the transient climate (‘TRANS2’) and the transports of
TRANS1. We examine the transports in the World Ocean and in the different basins:
Atlantic, Indo-Pacific, and Southern Ocean.
3.6.1 Vertical heat transports at the first 10 years of the transient climate
The global-mean vertical heat fluxes are shown on Fig. 3.30. If a process has positive
(negative) fluxes at a certain level, it means that this process leads to increase (decrease)
of the temperature, and therefore of the heat content, at that particular level. The sum
of all processes at each level should be zero at equilibrium, because the temperature
tendency of Eq. 3.3 becomes zero, and all the processes then balance each other. Since
TRANS1 is not far from quasi-equilibrium and the anomaly fluxes at sea surface due
to increased CO2 have not yet spread in the deep ocean, the total vertical fluxes should
be close to zero during TRANS1. This is true for both TID and CTR (total fluxes
are smaller than 0.05 W/m2 in TID and 0.02 W/m2 in CTR), even though there is a
small drift in TID below 3000 m. However, this drift should not pose a problem in the
coming analysis, because in the differences between TRANS2 and TRANS1, assuming
that the drift remains the same through out the transient climate, it cancels out.
In CTR, above 3000 m depth, advection and diffusion fluxes are positive, therefore
increasing the heat content of the World Ocean at these depths, and they are balanced
by convection and GM advection fluxes, that are instead decreasing the heat content
of the ocean. To understand the positive diffusion fluxes is intuitively straightforward:
heat is diffused from the sea surface downwards. Positive advection fluxes means that
heat converges through advective motion at these depths, and since the water masses
are warmer closer to the sea surface, positive advection fluxes imply that there is more
warmer sinking than cooler rising water, on the global-mean. Negative convection
fluxes is due to that convection occurs due to ocean cooling at the sea surface at high
latitudes: cooling of the upper ocean implies that heat is removed from the ocean to
the atmosphere. Negative GM advection fluxes mean that the isopycnal diffusion due
to mesoscale eddies is removing heat from the ocean. Below 3000 m depth, convection
and GM fluxes are not significant, and the main balance is between positive diffusion
and negative advection fluxes.
In TID, the general picture is the same qualitatively as in CTR. However, there is
an important difference: TID diffusion fluxes are larger than in CTR, especially below
3000 m depth. This is direct result of the tidal mixing scheme that leads to stronger
diffusivities at large depths. And since at these depth the balance is between advection
and diffusion, the TID advection fluxes are also enhanced.
In Fig. 3.30 the vertical heat fluxes for each basin are also shown. The balances for
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each basin are not different in a qualitative manner if we compare TID and CTR; what
constitutes the major difference between the two experiments is the magnitude of the
fluxes in TID: its advection and diffusion fluxes are significantly enhanced compared to
CTR in all basins, especially below 2000 m depth. This is a direct consequence of the
tidal mixing, which leads to stronger advection, related to the stronger circulation in
quasi-equilibrium in experiment TID (Section 3.3.1).
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Figure 3.30: Vertical heat fluxes in the ocean (in W/m2) during TRANS1 time period, for TID
(left) and CTR (right), averaged in World Ocean (top), in Atlantic (second row), in Indo-Pacific (third
row), and in Southern Ocean (bottom row). Total fluxes, as well as fluxes due to advection, diffusion,
convection and GM advection are shown.
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3.6.2 Differences in vertical heat transports between the last and first 10
years of the transient climate
In Fig. 3.31 the differences in heat transports between TRANS2 and TRANS1 are
shown for CTR and TID, for the World Ocean, as well as the three major ocean basins.
Positive differences in either one of the four processes of Eq. 3.3 imply that in TRANS2
that particular process is modified in such a way that it increases the heat content
of the ocean, hence resulting in ocean heat uptake. The sum of the differences of all
processes, therefore, corresponds to the total heat uptake during the transient period.
In CTR, the total fluxes increase from surface to bottom, by up to 0.15 W/m2 at
600 m depth, and by up to 0.04 W/m2 at depths between 3000− 5000 m. Surprisingly,
the process that is responsible for the increase in the total fluxes, from 600 − 5000 m
depth, is advection, rather than diffusion or GM eddy advection, as we might have
anticipated from previous studies described above. Above 600 m, changes in convection
are responsible for the warming in the upper layers. Convection, as we discussed for
the TRANS1 period, is cooling the upper ocean. In the transient climate convection is
reduced, due to warming and freshening of the high latitudes. Reduction in convection
leads to weaker ocean heat loss, or net ocean heat gain.
Looking at each ocean basin separately (second to fourth row of Fig. 3.31) we can
investigate the relative role of each basin in the global-mean heat uptake in CTR. In
Atlantic there is significant increase in total ocean heat fluxes (up to 0.02 W/m2) until
3000 m, but no increase below that depth. In Indo-Pacific the increase in total fluxes
is relatively unimportant below 1500 m, but the total fluxes increase in a narrow depth
layer from 400 − 1200 m depth, by up to 0.015 W/m2 peaking at 800 m depth. In the
Southern Ocean there is a very large increase in total fluxes, more than 0.2 W/m2,
from 1000 − 5000 m depth. The general picture, hence, for CTR is that Atlantic is
important for ocean heat uptake above 3000 m depth, the Southern Ocean is important
in depths 1000− 5000 m, whereas the Indo-Pacific is relatively unimportant, except for
a narrow depth layer from 400−1200 m. The above results are consistent with what we
discussed in Section 3.5: the largest heat content change per unit area in CTR occurs
in Atlantic and Southern Ocean (Fig. 3.28). The increase in total fluxes occurs due to
either changes in convection (in the upper layers until 600 or 800 m depth), or due to
changes in advection (from 800 m to bottom).
The major difference between TID and CTR in the total fluxes of the Wold Ocean
(upper row of Fig. 3.31) is that the increase in total fluxes is distributed much more
evenly with depth (at the value of about 0.1 W/m2), instead of peaking at 800 m depth
as in CTR. The surface warming therefore spreads from the upper to the lower ocean
more efficiently in TID. Again, as in CTR, changes in advection are responsible for the
increase in the TID fluxes below 800 m, and changes in convection above 800 m. The
fluxes at different ocean basins reveal that, first, as in CTR, the largest heat uptake in
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TID takes place in Atlantic and Southern Ocean, and second, the large increase of TID
compared to CTR is stronger in these two basins rather than in the Indo-Pacific Ocean,
consistent with Fig. 3.28. In the deep ocean, even though there is some contribution
to the increase of total fluxes from Atlantic and Indo-Pacific, it is the Southern Ocean
that dominates in deep ocean heat uptake in experiment TID.
It is surprising that changes in TID total fluxes are mainly due to changes in advec-
tion, rather that diffusion, as we might have expected. Therefore, there is no direct
relationship between tidal mixing and larger deep ocean heat uptake. Instead, there is
an indirect relation, through the impact of tidal mixing on advection.
The description of the zonal distribution of the heat fluxes is missing from the basin-
mean fluxes shown in Fig. 3.31. Fig. 3.32 shows the differences between TRANS2 and
TRANS1 total heat fluxes, as well as fluxes due to advection and convection, that are
zonally averaged for the global ocean. In CTR, there is an increase in the total heat
fluxes, hence there is heat uptake, in high latitudes, close to the sea surface and up to
2000 m depth in the NH, and between 1500− 5000 m depth in the SH. Other modeling
studies (Gregory, 2000; Bitz et al., 2006) also predict that the NH high-latitude warming
is close to the sea surface and that the SH high-latitude warming is deep, below 1 km
depth. The high-latitude warming in the upper km of the ocean is caused by reduction
in convection at these latitudes. In the upper ocean, changes in advection fluxes oppose
the warming cause by reduced convection. In the lower ocean, especially in the SH,
changes in advection are responsible for the heat uptake.
The difference in fluxes in TID differ from CTR in two striking features: first, the
increase in the upper ocean heat fluxes in both NH and SH high latitudes is much weaker
in TID than in CTR. Second, the increase in the lower ocean heat fluxes, particularly
in the deep Southern Ocean, is stronger in TID than in CTR. The upper ocean NH
high-latitude warming is weaker in TID, even though its reduction in NH convection
is strong and spreads deeper than in CTR. However, changes in advection at the same
latitudes cancel out the warming due to convection. The net result in the zonal-mean
World Ocean is that the upper NH ocean warming is weak or absent in TID. The same
applies for the SH warming due to reduced convection, at 70◦ S and at 400 − 1400 m
depth; advection at the same latitude and depth cancel out the warming effect due to
convection. The Southern Ocean deep warming in TID is both stronger and covers
larger area than in CTR; advection changes are also here responsible for this warming.
Overall, the larger heat uptake in TID is due to the large scale advection. Reduction
in convection seems to be stronger in TID than in CTR. Advection, however, seems to
cancel out the convection-induced warming in the upper ocean of TID.
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Figure 3.31: Differences in vertical heat fluxes (in W/m2) between TRANS2 and TRANS1, for TID
(left) and CTR (right), averaged in World Ocean (top), in Atlantic (second row), in Indo-Pacific (third
row), and in Southern Ocean (bottom row). Total fluxes, as well as fluxes due to advection, diffusion,
convection and GM advection are shown.
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Figure 3.32: Differences in zonal-mean heat fluxes (in W/m2, zonal averaging is in the World Ocean)
between TRANS2 and TRANS1, for TID (left) and CTR (right), for total fluxes (top), fluxes due to
advection (middle) and due to convection (bottom).
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3.7 Summary and discussion
We investigate the sensitivity of the transient climate change for a global warming
scenario to a tidal mixing scheme (Laurent et al., 2002). The new scheme parameter-
izes diapycnal diffusivity depending on the location of energy dissipation over rough
topography, whereas the standard configuration uses horizontally constant diapycnal
diffusivity. We perform experiments with two setups of the state-of-the-art coupled
AOGCM ECHAM5/MPIOM, one setup with the tidal mixing scheme (TID) and the
second setup with the standard configuration (CTR). We integrate TID and CTR
with pre-industrial CO2 concentration until quasi-equilibrium is reached (TID1CO2 and
CTR1CO2).
Differences between TID1CO2 and CTR1CO2 occur in mass/heat transports, temper-
ature/salinity distributions, sea ice conditions, and near-surface air temperature fields.
The circulation, hence the mass transports, in the model ocean in TID1CO2 is signifi-
cantly stronger than in CTR1CO2, particularly for the lower cell (below 3000 m depth),
where TID1CO2 circulation is up to 80% stronger than CTR1CO2. The strengthening of
the circulation in TID1CO2 is occurring in both Atlantic and Indo-Pacific. The stronger
Indo-Pacific circulation at the deep ocean in TID1CO2 is in better agreement with ob-
servational estimates (Talley et al., 2003). Stronger deep circulation in TID1CO2 occurs
because its meridional density gradient is larger than CTR1CO2, despite that the deep
ocean in TID1CO2 is warmer and fresher, hence overall less dense than CTR1CO2. Simi-
lar results for the strengthening of the circulation due to tidal mixing were found in the
uncoupled MPIOM experiments of Chapter 2 (Exarchou et al., 2011). Heat transports
in TID1CO2 are stronger than CTR1CO2, consistent with the stronger mass transports
of TID1CO2. Larger heat transports in TID1CO2 are associated to its smaller sea-ice
area and thickness in both northern and southern hemisphere. The sea ice conditions
in TID1CO2, in turn, lead to larger temperatures in the polar regions compared to
CTR1CO2. Less sea ice in TID1CO2 implies larger ocean areas without insulation to
the cold polar atmosphere, hence the upward latent and sensible heat fluxes from the
ocean to the atmosphere increase, leading to a warmer atmosphere in the polar regions
of TID1CO2.
After the quasi-equilibrium integration, we preform ensemble integrations with CO2
increasing 1% per year, until CO2 doubling (year 70) and keep the CO2 concentration
constant to 2×CO2 for another 430 years. We investigate the response, defined as the
difference between the last 100 years of the CO2 perturbation experiments (TID2CO2
and CTR2CO2) and the last 200 years of the quasi equilibrium climates (TID1CO2 and
CTR1CO2). We focus on the difference in the response caused by tidal mixing.
The response in the CTR MOC is that its circulation becomes mostly weaker in
all ocean basins. Weakening of the circulation is a result of high-latitude warming
and freshening, and is common among coupled models (Gregory et al., 2005; Solomon
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et al., 2007). Tidal mixing modifies the response: its circulation weakens even more
than in CTR, particularly in the deep ocean, where tidal mixing is stronger. Ocean
heat transports in CTR, with few exceptions, decrease, due to the decrease in the ocean
mass transports. Tidal mixing has a mixed impact on these responses: the reduction in
heat transports in TID is mostly stronger in the NH, whereas in the SH the reduction
is weaker between 15◦ − 50◦ S, but stronger between 50◦ − 70◦ S. The latter results
from stronger increase of zonal wind stress over these latitudes in the experiment with
tidal mixing. The responses in the sea-ice conditions of CTR to the increasing CO2
include complete summer sea-ice loss and winter sea-ice melting. Tidal mixing leads to
weaker summer sea-ice loss and less winter sea-ice melting. The reasons for the weaker
response in the sea-ice conditions in TID are in its weaker near-surface temperature
response. Its global-mean SAT response is 9% smaller than in CTR. Moreover, polar
amplification in TID is weaker than in CTR: the normalized maximum polar warming
in TID is 10% and 17% smaller than in CTR in NH and SH, respectively.
The weaker warming in TID in the transient climate change is caused by a stronger
ocean heat uptake. The total ocean heat uptake is 13% larger in TID than in CTR.
The deep ocean heat uptake in TID is 40% larger than in CTR. The largest ocean heat
uptake per surface unit in TID is taking place in Atlantic and Southern Ocean. The
larger total ocean heat uptake in TID is seen in its ocean-surface heat fluxes: they are
13% stronger than in TID. Therefore, more heat removal from the atmosphere to the
ocean in TID results to its weaker atmospheric heating rate.
The analysis of the ocean vertical heat transports reveals that TID has stronger
heat uptake than CTR due to larger changes in advective fluxes, rather than diffusive
fluxes. The larger changes in advective fluxes in TID than in CTR are associated with
the larger overall reduction in the overturning circulation in TID. An exact mechanism
of how changes in advection result in larger heat uptake, is not investigated here, and
it could be a subject of a future study. Therefore, the large-scale advection is more
strongly modified when tidal mixing is included, which results in net heat uptake by
the ocean. The relationship between tidal mixing and large deep ocean heat uptake is
an indirect and counter-intuitive one.
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3.8 Conclusions
We use the state-of-the-art coupled AOGCM ECHAM5/MPIOM to investigate the
effect of tidally driven mixing on the transient climate response to CO2 increase. Our
main results are:
1. The expected response to a CO2 doubling, that is a reduction of MOC and the
northward heat transports, and a surface warming characterized by polar ampli-
fication and sea ice melting, is altered by the tidal mixing. More specifically, tidal
mixing enhances the MOC-reduction by 30% in the upper cell and by 50% in the
lower cell of the World Ocean. The simulation with tidal mixing has stronger
reduction in the northward heat transport by 40% in the NH, by 50% in the SH
between 50◦−70◦ S, and weaker reduction by 16% in the SH between 15◦−50◦ S.
Tidal mixing reduces the surface warming, by about 9%, and polar amplification,
quantified by the normalized maximum polar warming, by 9% in the NH and by
17% in the SH. Tidal mixing also leads to both weaker summer sea-ice area loss,
and less late-winter sea-ice melting.
2. The reduction of the surface warming in the experiment with tidal mixing results
from stronger ocean heat uptake. The total heat content storage in the global
ocean increases by 13% due to tidal mixing.
3. The changes in the ocean heat uptake are caused by advection, i.e. caused by the
different response in the circulation indirectly induced by the tidal mixing, rather





We summarize the conclusions of the present study by answering the questions posed
in Chapter 1.
We implemented in the ocean general circulation model MPIOM the tidal mixing
scheme of Laurent et al. (2002), which parameterizes diapycnal diffusivity depending
on the location of tidal energy dissipation over rough topography. The tidal mixing
scheme requires a bottom roughness map that can be chosen depending on the scales
of topographic features one wants to focus on. Different scales of topographic features
would imply a different structure of tidal mixing, hence different structure of diapycnal
diffusion. Previous studies based on observations and on theoretical arguments suggest
that small scale topographical features with length scales 1−10 km should be considered
on the formulation of the bottom roughness map. However, previous modeling studies
that implemented the tidal mixing scheme of Laurent et al. (2002) did not take such
arguments into account. In our study we attempted to cover this gap. In Chapter
2, we discussed experiments using the ocean general circulation model MPIOM, and
addressed the following research questions:
(1) What is the impact of different scales of bottom roughness on the general circu-
lation?
Simulations that include the tidal mixing scheme with different scales of bottom
roughness have different equilibrium solutions for the circulation. The strength of the
bottom circulations increases with decreasing roughness length, whereas the AMOC
behaves in a more complex manner: it increases everywhere in the experiment with
large-scale roughness, increases only at depths between 1000-3000 m in experiment with
medium-scale roughness, and decreases at depths between 2000-3000 m in experiment
with small-scale roughness. Thus, when implementing the tidal mixing scheme, one
should take the sensitivity of the results on the formulation of bottom roughness into
account.
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(2) Do tidally-induced changes in convection drive the strong bottom water trans-
ports in the simulations with tidal mixing?
No. Tidal mixing in convection regions is not responsible for the large enhancement
of the bottom water transport in the simulations with tidal mixing. Local changes
in water masses properties affect the bottom circulation, without necessarily having
convection played a dominant role.
(3) Does tidal mixing improve the MPIOM solution?
Yes. The bottom water transports in the Pacific Ocean are enhanced when tidal
mixing is taken into account, which is significantly closer to observations. All tidal
simulations reduce the bias of the model at big depths, and increase it at intermediate
depths. Among the tidal simulations, the one based on small-scale roughness produces
the smallest biases in the deep ocean. This result is indirectly supportive of the theoret-
ical and observational studies that tidal mixing occurs mainly on topographic features
with spatial scales smaller than 10 km.
In Chapter 3, we addressed the question of the effect of tidally driven mixing on the
transient climate response to CO2 increase, by performing global warming simulations
using the coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model ECHAM5/MPIOM.
There is no other study that addressed the impact of tidal mixing on the transient
climate change using such a setting as realistic as in the present study. We investigated
the following questions:
(4) What is the effect of tidally driven mixing on the transient climate response to
CO2 increase?
The expected response to a CO2 doubling, that is a reduction of MOC and the
northward heat transports, and a surface warming characterized by polar amplification
and sea ice melting, is altered by the tidal mixing. More specifically, tidal mixing
enhances the MOC-reduction by 30% in the upper cell and by 50% in the lower cell
of the global ocean. The simulation with tidal mixing has stronger reduction in the
northward heat transport by 40% in the NH, by 50% in the SH between 50◦ − 70◦ S,
and weaker reduction by 16% in the SH between 15◦− 50◦ S. Tidal mixing reduces the
surface warming, by about 9%, and polar amplification, quantified by the normalized
maximum polar warming, by 9% in the NH and by 17% in the SH. Tidal mixing also
leads to both weaker summer sea-ice area loss, and less late-winter sea-ice melting.
(5) What are the processes responsible for the modified transient climate response?
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The reduction of the surface warming in the experiment with tidal mixing results
from stronger ocean heat uptake. The total heat storage in the global ocean increases
by 13% due to tidal mixing, 40% of which is stored in the deep ocean. The changes
in the ocean heat uptake are caused by advection, i.e. caused by the different response
in the circulation indirectly induced by the tidal mixing, rather than directly by the
additional diffusion provided by the tidal mixing.
4.2 Outlook
Possible extension of the current study could involve a further investigation of an exact
mechanism of how changes in advection result in larger heat uptake in the experiment
with tidal mixing (Chapter 3).
In Chapter 3 we discussed the transient climate response to CO2 increase. Even
though the transient response in globally averaged near-surface temperature is reduced
by tidal mixing, the equilibrium response (what is known as climate sensitivity) could
be equal between the tidal and the control experiment. The climate sensitivity is
determined by the radiative forcing and the climate feedback parameter. Using the
method described in Gregory et al. (2004), in a possible extension of our study, one
could estimate the radiative forcing and climate sensitivity of the control and tidal
simulation.
In a more general direction, as we discussed in Chapter 1, there are two major sources
of energy that are considered necessary for the ocean circulation: winds and tides. The
tidal mixing scheme we considered in this study parameterizes the effect of the tides
in increasing the ocean diffusivity. An extension of this study could also include the
effect of the winds in mixing the ocean. As described in Munk and Wunsch (1998),
there are two ways that the wind can mix the ocean. The direct way, that is associated
with the outcropping of dense waters in the Southern Ocean, and the indirect way,
associated with the interaction of wind-driven large-scale motion with topography and
the dissipation of wind-generated internal waves in the ocean interior. Such arguments
could, for example, be investigated with high resolution numerical simulations that can
resolve meso-scale eddies and partially gravity waves in the ocean, like the simulations
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